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The New Belfast Fair

be held next Suner services will
!J"'
,he Trinity Reformed Church in
s'. IBelfast, Rev. William Vaughan,
'■
2 30 p. m., and also at Mason
church at 4.30 p. m.

Auto races at the New Belfast Fair.
The announcement that

19th, has been set aside
that

Friday, August

as

auto

day, and

program of sensational auto races
offered, has aroused a great deal
of interest. We are fortunate
indeed, said
Mr. Buzzell, secretary of the

jk

a

will be

parish (Unitarian) Church.
r„.s
;v E. Wilson, minister. Sundjiy
service at 10.45; closing service
'eason. All cordially invited.

fair, yesterday, in offering the visitors to our fair a
high class program of races, and we are

j

At The Colonial.

AUTHORIZED

Carver Endicott was a blue book.
He
so blue and his love making was of

was

such

a lukewarm nature that his best
girl
went back on him. For even among the
elite of Boston a girl likes kisses with a
little pep. So Cirver Endicott (Bryant
Washburn is Carver) decides to be devileven

HIGH-

OE

if he has to disgrace the proud
But Carver hag had little

A special from Augusta under date of
July 22nd gives the following interesting news of the highway and bridge bond

issue:
A special session of the Governor and
Executive Council was held at 9 o’clock,
standard time, Thursday morning, July
21, called for the purpose of authorizing
an

issue of

11,750,000

of

highway

and

The following order was
bridge bonds.
D. N.
passed. Governor Baxter and Councilors
most
famous pilots of racing cars now experience and so he was very much of Hastings, Lambard,
Clpson, Swift,
of St. Peter’s Church, MorrisStearns and Powers being present.
J will take the services for the available. Music, free acts, the Midway an "Amateur Devil.” And this is
the
at
the
10.45
a. m.
qualified voters of the
Morning prayer
Whereas,
and other attractions will of course be in name of the entertaining comedy which
State of Maine, at an election held on the
welcome to attend these services.
be
the
will
feature
attraction
at
the
Coevidence on Friday, the 19th, said Mr.
onial Theatre today. “An Amateur Devil” second Monday of September, 1919, adopted an amendment to Section 17 of Arti,'isT Church.
People’s Meth- Buzzell. H ut the real thrillers will be is Bryant, Washburn’s latest
Paramount cle IX of the Constitution of the State of
rrh, Rev. Charles W. Martin, witnessed on the track. Thousands of Production and one that ia just as
funny
Maine empowering the Legislature to aursonage, No. 7 Court St.; telepeople gather yearly at the leading fairs as its predecessors.
thorize the issuing of bonds not exceed11. Sunday morning
service
and
the
New
Belfast
fail
to
Fair
not
will
m.
ing 510,000,000 in amount at any time,
Sunday school, 12
FRIDAY.
7.30.
payable within 41 years at a rate of inPrayer meeting this, give the public what they want, regard- j
terest not exceeding 5 per centum per
evening at 7.30.
‘The Stealers” Has
less of expense. The Belfast track will
Soul-Stirring Theme. annum, payable semi-annually, which
of plenty of speed by the dirt ;
A drama which pleases the eye and bonds or their proceeds should be devotpermit
Rev.
kst Baptist Church.
stirs the soul is "The
Stealers,” William ed solely to the building of State highSauer, pastor; residence, i3 track champions who will furnish the
Christy Cabanne’s powerful human docu- ways and Intrastate, interstate and inephone, 123-11. The services entire afternoon program. Some of the j
a
Robertson
ment,
Cole
ternational bridges, which amendment
.i11p on Sunday are' at 10.45 and
greatest drivers have already been signed which will be shown at super-special
j
the Colonial appears in full in Chapter 108 of the Reschool at 12 o’clock. Thursday for
I
the speed carnival, best known per- Theatre Friday.
solves of 1919; and
Strangme mid-week service.
The appealing story'of the picture reWhereas, by virtue of the power thereA,u haps, is “Wild” Bill Endicott, the deau !
ely are cordially invited.
volves about a clergyman who under the in given, the 80th Legislature of the
quiet and spacious sanctuary of dirt track drivers, holder of all New cloak of his avocation
sins and causes State of Maine, passed an act entitled,
j
the noise and dust of the
England records from one to 25 miles.
others to sin in a deliberate effort to re- “An Act to Provide for an Issue of State
Sunday auto traffic through oi|r
venge himself against God.
“Wild
Bill
will
Hudhis
famous
drive
Highway and Bridge Bonds.” which act
j The picture sets a new mark in
.pueals to not a few. This church
the art is Chapter 131 of the Public Laws of 1921
son Special, the car that has helped him
; churches earnestly strives tc
of the screen, all of the titles and many authorizing the treasurer of State under
'.. (tc hour of worship a comfort and to shatter all track records, and is cap I of the big scenes being in
colors, made the direction of the Governor and Counto the attendant, and a prepaable of doing 110 miles per hour on a possible by a new process. This feature cil to issue serial coupon bonds in the
r a better and happier life.
aside
from
the
tremendous appeal name and behalf of the State to an
Another famous driver alone,
’s Sabbath morning sermon straight away.
of the story, makes the film worth seeing. amount not exceeding $3,000,000
upon
will please the ladies. Miss Zenita Ne,.n ‘'Building an Addition to the
terms and conditions named in said
act,
a, .I Heaven.”
ville, tvorld’s champion lady driver will
as will more particularly appear
by referSATURDAY.
match her skill and daring with the best
ence thereto:
lie new slogan of world-wide
Pearl White, undoubtedly one of the
Now therefore be it
of the men, will not drive just an exhiEndeavor.
greatest stars of the picture world, will
Ordered, That the treasurer of State
at both services will be of bition, but compete in two or more races,
be the attraction at the Colonial Theatre be and hereby authorized and
empowered
:ig nature. The organ and or- and asks no favors, but a clear Mack and on
in
-Saturday
“Tiger’s Cub,” her second to issue in the name and behalf of the
lead and there will be solos
feature production. Miss White won her State of Maine and sell to the
a fair start.
highest
.a Hopkins.
The auto races will offer a program of fame in the world-famous serials in which bidder, serial coupon bonds in the aggreaagenients of the week are as
she first appeared. In “The White
amount
of
gate
principal
Moll,"
$1,750,000 bearT,(iay afternoon the ladies will eight events, with races of from three to her first feature
production, she showed ing date Aug. 1, 1921, and payable at the
;e Red Cross rooms.
Monday ten laps, and from three to six starters herself to be a
real dramatic actress, and office of the treasurer of State at Augushe VV. W. G. have a meeting
in each race. The events will be open she has followed this up with her “Tiger’s ta, Me., as follows: $100,000 on the first
am of work at the home of Mrs.
a
only to professional drivers, as the man- Cub,” gripping story of Alaska, which day of August each of 1927, 1928, 1 29,
Main street.
j:"..." i.-.l.
gives her a role that suits her admirably. 1 30 and 1931, and $125,000 on the first
av evening the mid-week seragement will not assume the risk of per- 1 he
story is from the pen of George Good
days of August of each succeeding year
1 apic: The Joy of Service.
mitting amateur drivers threatening the child and is one of the most thrilling va- up to and including the year 1941.
afternoon, at the Park the
riety. It deals with a young girl born and
Said bonds shall be issued in denomiA spectators with sudden death.
r ;
school will have a picnic.
At least six entries are assured, more brought up in Alaska, the daughter of an nations of 1000 each and shall bear interis
preparing a program of.
gambler. Around her Fate est at the rate of 5 per centum per ansisting of races, boating andi than enough to make Friday, Aug. 19th, unscrupulous
weaves a net that seems to cut her off num, payable
semi-annually on the first
a enjoyable time is promised.
p;.,
the red letter day at the New Belfast Fair. from love and happiness. The
picture days of February and August.
works
to
a
is
up
auto
The
race day, so all you speed
Friday
sweeping climax and eventproceeds of the sale of said bonds
Congregational Church
ual unraveling of the circumstances.
shall be held as a fund for use as providElliott, pastor; parsonage, 26 fans take notice, and save this day for a
ed
in
said Chapter 131 of the Public
telephone, 157-4. Organist,; feast of thrills.
Laws of 1921.
Stoddard; soloists, Mrs. I.eroy;
MONDAY.
Said treasurer of State is hereby furCLASS RACES
Miss CharlotteKnowlton. Morn-!
The fourth and pgrhaps greatest George ther authorized and directed to
prepare
ip at 10.45, with sermon by the’ No. 1—2.16
2.13 Trot. The Belfast Fitzmaurice
Pace,
Paramount picture, “Paying and submit for approval a form of tenor
P. is expected that the Rev.
Merchants and Manufacturers Race.
the
Piper,” by Ouida Bergere, will be the of such bonds and coupons conformable
Robinson of the Bangor TheoPurse, $500.
attraction at the Colonial Theatre Mon- to the provisions of said act.
t; .nary will be with us on SunNo. 2—2.18 Pace, 2.15 Trot. The Windsor
This possesses the same meritorious
nay.
luring the service will speak
Hotel Race. Purse, $250.
points that have placed the Fitzmaurice
.lie work and needs of the sentNo. 3—2.20 Face, 2 17 Trot. Purse, $200.
Resolutions of Respect.
production of “On With the Dance,”
c this is
the last service which No. 4—2.24
Pace, 2.21 Trot. Purse, $200. “The Right to Love” and “Idols of Clay”
id before the church closes for No. 5—2.27
2.24 Trot. The RepubPace,
among the best pictures recently proa of August the members of the I
Volney Thompson received the degrees
lican Journal Race.
Purse, $250.
duced.
; parish are urged to be
of Masonry in Liberty Lodge, No. Ill,
No. 6—2.30 Pace, 2.27 Trot.
$200
Purse,
The
theme of the picture is based on
seek to make the service a lit-f No. 7—2.40
fii
Pace, Trot. The Belfast Farm- the thought that in the mad scramble for and was raised to the sublime degree
f the year’s work. Strangers-;
ers’ Tnion Khce.
$250.
Purse,
wealth,
people are blind to the finer Nov. 18, 1867, and passed to that higher
without any church home arej No.
8—Pony Race, 1-2 mile. Purse, $20. things of life, and that the world of
nvited to worship with us and No.
life April 28, 1921.
Brother Thompson
9—Running Race, 1 2miie. Purse,$30. possession does not
enduring happi- was a man that his neighbors
i.e activities of this church.
j No. 10 Farmers’ Race, 1-2 mile, mixed, ness of contentment.bring
honored, as
The principal charhurch will be closed during the
for horses without records. Positively
acters are. finally regenerated when, thru well as the whole community. He had
August, and bills have to be
the drivers of all starters must be in the
loss of their riches, they realize that filled the various offices in his town and
reasurer will be glad if the confarmers costume. Extra prize given to real
living is not measured by dollars and was County Commissioner six years.
embers will oblige by paying j
driver in best make up.
$50.
Purse,
cents.
ist contributions on Sunday,
Besides
Miss Dickson, the cast includes Brother Thompson was, everywhere he
annual
os’ Circle held their
Alma Tell, Rod LaRoque, Robert Schable, was known, liked and respected as an
EVERETT M. HART.
ednesday afternoon at Miss
George Fawcett and Reginald Denny.
honest man, and as an “Honest man is
hews’ cottage. A large nunt- J
.i des
were present and a rich ;
Everett M. Hart, who has been a semithe noblest work of Goa’’ what can we
lood was provided by them, invalid for some
TUESDAY.
time, from a series of
add. Ail such men are seemingly a less
it was a very pleasing time
slight sho ks, died Monday at his home
Fretful porcupines, mild-eyed deer, to the community and we can only profit
rcat.y enjoyed by those presHe was born m Bel- nosey coons, chattering squirrels, rabbits by their example.
on River avenue.
tievouonai service
vuiet Hour
fast lifty years ago, the son of Gilbert M. and birds combine with babbling brooks,
Resolved, that Liberty Lodge has lost a
leaping waterfalls, towering peaks and
j in the church parlor this, and
worthy member and the world an honest
Josephine (Carter) Hart. With the monarchs of the forest in
supplying at
evening at 7.30. Short adman.
of a few years spent in Law- mosphere for "The Call from the
Wild,”
pastor, who will also con- exception
Resolved, that we extend to the be> leadings
from J. A. Steuart’s rence, > Mass., he has lived in Belfast, the great scenic drama ot thrills and reaved family our heartfelt
sympathy in
T
..f.nus.” All who are interested where he was employed practically all of throbs, to be presented at the Colonial this their greatest bereavement.
Theatre next Tuesday. If you are a lover
;are of the church and the culthat
there
be
Resolved,
set
his life in the Mathews Mill. He was a of the
apart in our
great outdoors and the starry can
their spiritual life are urged
records a page for the record of his death
very Quiet man and unusually fond of opy you will like this picture, which and a
ne present.
copy of these resolutions be forhis home and friends.
For some years sweetly tells a simple story of human in- warded to his
family, and a copy sent to
national Church, North
terest in a most charming manner.
the Republican Journal for publication.
The work of painting the he was a member of^the Lodge of MacL. C. Morse,
is
been completed, and a line cabees. Oct. 6, 1888, he married Flora
Oren w. Ripley,
WEDNESDAY.
ork it is, reflecting great credit D. Sawyer, who survives him with their
O. R. Harriman,
and Piper, who had the con"The
of
two daughters, Mrs. Florence E. BurCourage
Marge O’Doone,"
Committee on Resolutions
very interesting service was
By James Oliver Curwood.
Sunday evening, when the gess of Augusta and Mrs. Clara L. CunThe story begins on a transcontinental
s beautifully decorated with a
Miss Phebe A. Cross of Morrill, who
ningham of this city. Several grandtrain snow-bound on the edge of the arc
<>f cultivated and wild flowers, children and the
has been acting as vocational director
following brothers and tic. A
young man who has "lost himrs had been mostly gathered by
sisters also survive him: Capt. Justin G.
self,” is running away from the misery with the Federal Board for vocational
sent by interested
c people, and
Miss Walton and Mrs. Tibado Hart of Philadelphia, Mrs. Josephine E. and tragedy of a shattered romance. education at Pawling Sanitorium, Wybarge of the decorations and Gray and Lewis H. Hart of this city, Then follows thrill on thrill, adventure nantskill, N Y., has been transferred to
topping on adventure iu that vast white the
..,vd the flowers in a most pleasj- Mrs. Annie H. Albee of
United States Public Health Service
Tremont, Alonzo arena of the frozen north that breaks
the
fitistic fashion. A very cordial
C. Hart of Lawrence, Mass., and Ralph hearts and sinews of men. It is a smash- Hospital, No. 41, New Haven, Conn.
is extended to all members of
ifuunity to attend the service on H. Hart 01 Los Angeles, Calif. The fu- ing story of surprise and suspense, of Her pupils are all ex-service men. Miss
men,
beautiful, courageous Cross likes the work very much.
neral will be held at the chape! in Grove primitive
evening when the Rev. A. C.
:
11 again preach.
women, fierce huskies and
a
cemetery Thursday at 2 p. m., with Rev. thrilling light between two malemutes,
grizzly bears,
officiBelfast
\
William
of
East
Vaughan
a
grueling battle between men for the
A NOTE OF THANKS.
ating. The bearers will be Beni. L. Rob- possession of a woman, the flight with
the
girl, the last stand—and then a thunf
! ertson, Wm. L. Keene, S. D. Flood and dering
July 26, 1921.
climax beyond all anticipation. A
..mes H. Howes, President,
Albert L. Cuzner.
masterpiece of fiction writing turned into
j
nii
a masterpiece picture play.
:y Chautauqua,
Niles Welch
TFlOMAS-ElXlS.
•
and Pauling Storkeliave the leading roles
Belfast, Maine.
Seven reels.
•'ear Sir:
The Waldo County ChapPearl Thomas and Miss Sadie Ellis,
;
R. C., herewith extends many both of this city were married at the
MAINb DOCTORS’ ANNUAL CLINIC
lhanks to you as President of the Methodist parsonage, Court street at 8
Conaiiunity Chautauqua and through p. m. Saturday, July 23rd. Rev. Chas.
Fairfield, Maine, July 26.
\ :.e people of
Belfast, who so gen- ! W. Martin officiated with the single ring
Physicians who attend the second anic 1 service. The groom is an auto driver nual clinic for Maine doctors to be held
yave to the cause of the
: ,i
tturK in Belfast, in the collectious
and the son of Mr. and Mrs. John Thom- at the Central Maine Sanatorium here
ihe morning and evening ses- as. His bride is the daughter of Mr. and during the week beginning Mon lay, Augthe Chautauqua entertainments Mrs. Raymond R. Ellis of East Belfast. ust 1st, will have every modern conveniday, the 17th, of July.
| They were attended by Mrs. George W. ience placed at their disposal.
are giad to announce that $40.73 1
Willey and Miss Nickerson.
Stenographers will be available with'■
the total amount received, which
out charge for the busy doctors who
Miss Laura Berry of Stockton, Calif,,
■1
i;s a deep interest in the Public
have letters to write, notes to transcribe
is the guest of her cousin, Mrs. Herbert
111 nursing work.
or addresses xo prepare according to an
has
made
an
exMiss Berry
A. Wiley.
Yours very truly,
announcement today by the committee
tended visit in New York, while on her
Isabel Ginn, Treas.
on arrangements.
east.
•t a ldo
j way
County Chapter, A. K. C.
Cars will be provided to convey visiting doctors to local hospitals and other
points of interest.
Laboratory equipment will be supplied
by the sanatorium and the State Depart-

rsaret’s Chapel will be
The Rev.
July 31st,

open an

assured of entries from at least six of the

name

he bears.

■

Eveni|is

...

pres-j

...

28.

1921.

PERSONAL

Miss Gladys Trundy was the guest of
her sister Margaret in Belfast two days
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bartlett of Need-

ham, Mass., are guests of his father,
R. D. Bartlett, and Mrs. Bartlett

Mr.

—

used for extensive repairs in the schoolhouse which are much needed.

Putjj

Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Nickerson, daughter Arietta and son Ethelbert of Everett,

Mass., their eldest daughter and husband,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl W. Staples of Midland
Park, N. J arrived Sunday morning for
a

visit with Mrs. A. J.

Julia Chase.
remain but

a

Chase and Miss

Mr. and Mrs. Staples will
few days.

MARSHALL

H.

CILLEY.

After an illness of several weeks of
heart trouble, Marshall H. Cilley passed
to a higher life at his home in Lincolnville, July 19th, at the age of 59
His death caused

munity

as

be

everyone.

a

was

years.

great loss to the comalways willing to help

He left to

mourn

their loss

Sword Fish
35c

HALIBUT
33c

Peanut Butter
Arro-v

^orax Soap

JELL-O

Perry’s

bar

HADDOCK
10c

17cfb.

Swift’s Pride Be
^ pkg
Powder

(all flavors)

Market

10c pkg
Proprietor

making

tests, examinations, analysis,

use

etc.
The Waterville Country Club has announced that doctors attending the clinic
will be given guest privileges during the
week and homes of many prominent
Waterville and Fairfield citizens will be
thrown open for the entertainment
the visitors.

of

The program includes men of national
and international reputation on such im-

portant health problems as tuberculosis,
cancer, venereal diseases, etc.
All doctors attendipg the clinic will be
afforded opportunity for personal work
with the cases presented and in the laboratory.

Many ot the older
Give

us a
—

call.

ones

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Miller Johnson of
New York and Belfast arrived Sunday by
auto to visit the former’s sister, Mrs*
William V. Pratt at The Homestead.
This is their first visit to Belfast since

making

an

extended visit abroad.

This

was

a

Decrow.

other relatives.

his first visit here in 25 years.

Mr. and Mrs. John B. Halliday of New
both well known in theatrical circles, are at their cottage in Northport.
but are frequent callers in Belfast as

Miss Alice E. Whitten is spending a
few weeks with Dr. Harry Anderson and
wife at their rest camp in New Hamp-

York,

Hartshorn of Detroit,
Mich., who has been spending a few days
A.

here with Mrs.

day’s boat,

Davis,
Bangor,

on

Hartshorn,

left

on

dard

Johnson of

Mrs. Stod-

Mr. and Mrs

Fred T. Chase of Belfast.

Fri-

Mr.

his way to Detroit.

and Mrs. B. L. Davis have been

entertaining the former's sister and her
Capt. and Mrs. Ernest O. Patterson of husband, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Ames of
Rockport, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Ottawa, at their summer home at the

Clarence E. Mclntire of

Camden,

motor-

Battery.

All left recently on an autc
and were joined by Mr.
home.
! Davis’ brother and sister, James Davis
Mrs. George O. Bailey, who has been and Mrs. Donald Gates of Dixfield. They
in Fryeburg for some time at the home I will make their headquarters in Ottawa.
of Mr. and Mrs. Wallace R. Tarbox, has
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer I. Rankin and
:
arrived in Belfast and is stopping at the daughter Ruth returned
Sunday to their
Hilton house, so-called, on Church street. home in
Manslield, Mass., after a visit

ed

to

Belfast

Saturday,

their

former

j trip

to Canada

j

j

Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Frost and Mr. and ! with Mr. and Mrs. Elmer A. Sherman.
Mrs. James C. Durham have returned Little Miss Ruth was given a surprise
from an auto trip to Boston, where they ; party July 21st, her 10th birthday, at the
Sherman cottage at Swan Lake. The
were guests of the former’s
daughter,
table was prettily decorated and the
Mrs. Arthur G. Wylie.
dainty birthday cake was ornamented
Mrs.
Nellie Macomber Kneeland of
with ten candles. There were ten presSomerville, Mass., has arrived to spend
ent, members of the families. The little
the summer at her cottage, Bonny Brae,
guest of honor was the recipient of man'
at Temple Heights, She is also a fre-

|

quent

visitor

in

Belfast,

her

pretty gifts.

former

home.
Mr.

and Mrs.

James F.

Sheldon

THORNDIKE.

are

visiting in Boston and vicinity. They
made the trip by auto and were accom-

Mr. and Mrs. Pierre R. Werner

Miss Martha

■

Curtis

is

working fot

Mrs. R. B. Cates.

to

so

hard to

■

Window

Shades, Brass Goods, Picture
and many other goods.

Framing,

Mrs.

Charles

B.

PLEASED TO SHOW GOODS.

Ames of

arrived Saturday and will
remain until September at their cottage

at

Lake

Quantabacook.

They

were

guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Edmund
Wilson, who spent last week at Gamp
Wilson, their summer home, at Lake

Quantabacook.

Clarence Parsons of Ohio has been vis-

iting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Truman
Parsons.

Clyde Ward has been entertaining his
brother, Tom Ward of Augusta, for several days.
J. G. Hamlin, who has been visiting in
Portland, Buxton and Auburn, returned
home Monday.
Mr. Tim Walker, Ferd Walker and
wife of Island Falls have been calling on
friends in town recently.

Raspberries have been
those who

were

able

thing in their cellars
Chief

Justice

plenty r nd
have someshow for it.

very
to to

to

Leslie

C.

arid her two daughters, arrived Sunday
and were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Warren
A. Nichols. They are now in Searsport
and later will visit relatives in this city
It is Mr. Nichols’ first
visit home in 14 years.
and in Waldo.

BURGLAR

Money kept in your house is bait for burglars. If
you put your money in the bureau draw, or the
/
strong box, or even in the wall safe, you have
pratically invited the burglar. THE BEST SAFE
IN THE WORLD IS THE BANK. Your money
not only lies there securely, but it is earning a
little profit for you every day.
We Pay 4% Interest on Savings Accounts

Waldo Trust
BROOKS

of

Court
of
sheriffs to
add the words “God save the State of
Maine and this Honorable Court” to
the proclamation of adjourning all sessions of the court.
It iVill be remembered, also, that Justice Cornish
was
the
direct
cause
or
recently
the
American Flag being displayed in each of
the supreme court rooms in the State.

Company

BELFAST

J. L. SLEEPER & CO.

Cornish

Augusta, who, beside ins oilier many
fine Qualities, is well known for his
sterling Americanism and patriotism,
has
introduced another
praiseworthy

Mr. Samuel Nichols of Milwaukee,
Wis., formerly of Searsport, accompa- custom in the Supreme
nied by his daughter, Mrs. Stanley Lodge Maine, having instructed the

THE

play records.

Upholstery Goods, Draperies,

and

Groton, Mass.,

j

get.

dike.
are en-

tertaining the former’s father and brother, William and Ralph Werner, and Mrs.
Werner’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
A. Bashm, and her sister and brother,
Miss Mabei and George Bashm, all of
New York. They made the trip from
New York to Boston by steamer, motoring through from Boston to Belfast.
Rev.

that have been

Always glad
—

the

A. Belchner of Peaks Island
guest recently of Mrs. Elmer B.

Mrs. J.
was

panied by Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bruce,
Fred Temple and family of Detroit
terment was in the Hills cemetery in who will visit their daughter, Mrs. Stercalled at Pearl Hamlin’s Sunday.
Lincolnville.
gis Dexter of Beverly, Mass.
One precious to our Hearts has gone,
Mrs. Flora Ward is visiting her daughMrs. Harry H. Upton, daughter Sheila
The voice we loved is stilled,
Mrs. IJ C. Dow of Belfast.
ter,
of
and
Miss
Springvale
Agues
Pendleton,
The place made vacant in our home
Our tax collector, Miss Ruth Small,
who has been her guest several weeks,
Can never more be filled.
Our Father in His wisdom calied
arrived Tuesday. Mrs. Upton will be the has recently purcba SCu a Ford touring
The boon His love had given;
guest of her mother, Mrs. J. O. Hayes, cor.
And though in earth the body lies,
and will be joined next week by Mr.
Hannah Ward and son George are
The soul is safe in Heaven.
back on the old home place «jt E. ThornUpton.

Columbia Records

in

a

wife, Martha E. Cilley, one daughter,
Retta M., two sons, Clarence A. of Belfast, Stanley M. Lincolnville; also four
grand children and one brother, Eugene
S. Cilley of Roxbury, Mass. The funeral
took place at his home in Lincolnville,
Julj 21, 1921, at 2 p. m., Rev. Adolph
Rossbach officiated, and spoke many
words of comfort to theTiereaved. The
floral offerings were many and beautiful,
showing esteem and affection. The in-

Large Line of Victor and

Health for doctors to

Mrs. Henry Carleton or Bath is
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bruce.

William

Grafonolas and
Victrolas..

ment of

the

Nickerson Thurs-

day afternoon, Aug. 11th.

Victor Agents Since 1909

necials for Friday and Saturday

Abbie Thomas of Boston is
guest of Mrs. M. J. White.

Mr. and Mrs. W. N. Briggs and son
George motored to Windermere Park
they
shire.
have a fine boat and touring car.
Sunday, July 17th, to visit her sister and
They
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Getchell and
will
Mr.
and Mrs. A. R. Reynolds.
leave soon for New York to begir
family,
Mr. and Mrs. Reynolds and three chil- daughters Irene and Polly of Augusta ar- rehearsing ''The Circle" that has a
year's
j rived Saturday at their summer home on
dren motored home in company with !
engagement in that city.
the Condon shore.
them and were their guests until WednesHartwell L. Woodcock has been spendMrs. Frank R. Patten of Hampden
day.
ing the week at his Woodbine cottage at
Highlands was in Belfast over Sunday Lake
The L. A. S. met with Mrs. Mary F.
Quantabacook, and has been enterwith her husband and was a guest at the
taining Col. L. P. Williamson of the U
Nickerson last Thursday with twelve
Wayside Tea House.
S. A. and Mis. Williamson, now stationmembers present. The afternoon was
Miss Anne Seton of New York, daugh- ed at Fort
spent sewing and socially. The presiRiley, Kansas; also Dr. an<5^
ter of Ernest Thompson Seton, the great Mrs. W. A.
Bartlett of Bronxville, N. Y.
dent reported $35.79 cleared from the
is at Sunset Island, the guest His
sale June 30th. The next meeting will naturalist,
guests over Sunday were Mr. anc
of the Frederick Hoisingtons.
Mrs. Frank
be held with Mrs. A. T.
Mr. and

72 Main Street

K

PERSONAL

Mrs.

Ralph L. Pitcher and daughter Della of
Dr. and Mrs. J. B. Darling and two Caribou arrived Tuesday to visit relatives
Miss Sarah Harris of North Searsport children leave today for Vermont to visit in this city.
relatives.
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Robert Miller Stark of Waltham, Mass.,
Nickerson and family last Saturday.
Miss A. Marian Bagley of Lynn, Mass., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Roland G,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Osborne of Wa- is the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Ada E. Lamson, Court street.
terville are in town, guests of Mr. and Wildes.
Mrs. Mumma of Harrisburg, Pa., arMrs. Fred M. Stevens and Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph A. Montefiore was in Belfast rived Sunday to attend the StarrettIsaac McKeen.
Saturday on his way to Temple Heights iHocker wedding.
Miss Ruth Partridge returned to her for a visit.
Charles F. Swift and Charles A. Swift,
home in Belfast Friday night, after
Mrs. Alfred S. Stevens of New York left
Monday on an auto trip to Moosespending several days with Miss Hazel was the guest of Mrs. Leonard Paine last head Lalte and
Ripogenus Dam.
E. Nickerson.
Sunday at Swan Lake.
Mrs. Lettie Pace Mayo of^Kenduskeag
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Trundy and famMrs. Phillip Livingston of Bar Har- and Miss Harriet L. Furbish
of Meriden,
ily motored to Glenburn Sunday with bor has been the guest of Mrs. Wm. V.
Conn., are guests of Mrs. Hortense LitMr. Chester Craney and were guests of Pratt the past week.
tlefield Talbot.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Howard. Gladys
Miss Madaline O. Coombs is spending
Mrs. R. P. Bridge and children, whc
remained to spend the summer with her the week at
Lincolnville Beach, as the have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Raipt
grandparents.
guest of Mrs. Edward Kobs.
H. Dunbar for a few
weeks, will leave
Miss Charlotte Knowlton of Belfast
Mrs. Thomas A. Mitchell and three Thursday for their home ir
Hazzardville,
endered two solos at the church Sunday children of
Roslindale, Mass., are guests Conn.
in
her usual pleasing manner. of Mrs. Warren A.
evening
Nichols.
Miss Harriet Clark has returned to her
Mr. Vaughan will speak next Sunday
Clara Hammons will be in Rockland position in the H. H. Coorabs Co. store,
evening at the usual hour, 7.45, and Miss
and Bath this week to give solo dances after spending a two weeks* vacation
Knowlton will be soloist.
with her mother in Knox and brother in
at the local picture theatres.
Next Friday evening, July 29th, there
Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh Nash and two Waterville.
will be a lawn party on the Greeley
Mrs. Ella Conant Thomas and
children of Rockland were recent guests
grandschoolhouse grounds. There will be an
of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Coombs.
daughter, Miss Dorothy Speice of Columentertainment, candy table and punch
William W. Castle, Jr., of Boston was bus, Neb., were recent guests of the forand ice cream will be on sale. Don’t miss
mer s brother, Bancroft H.
in Belfast several days the past week.
Conant, anc
this lawn party. The proceeds will be
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every such nomination ahall be
days at least prior to such

COMPLETE CURE
OF INDIGESTION

seven

ippointment.”—Constitution of Maine,
\rt. V, Part first, Sec. 8.
One man, the Governor, believed, that
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The

'or; and

loumal Pub. Co.

BROWN. Editor.

ADVERTISING TERMS. For one square,
one inch length in column, 50 cents for
one week and 35 cents for each subsequent

Mr. Davies was the right man for chairman of the Public Utilities Commission
md seven men, the Council, did no
think, he was the right man. We think
Governor Baxter made a mistake when
he attempted to make the minds of the
councillors rim along with his.

(From Oxford Democrat)
A subscriber to the Democrat haa sent
in the prayer below. It’s a man’s prayer
and the sender

In advance,
SUBSCRIPTION Terms.
a year, SI.00 for six months; 50 cents
or three months.

QUOTATIONS

President Harding made

no

There is not much question but what men ought to pray, and if
they can be induced to do so, it is prob-

On* Box of "FRUIT-A-TIVE5” or
“Fruit Liver Tablet*” Brought Relief

mistake

when he nominated Stillman E. Woodman of Machias to be United States marshal for the district of Maine. Mr. Woodman

it a fact that
best little town
your own little town is the
after all.

small, you’ll ,find

Waterville is

another well known and

_

which the collector of customs assumes.
The railroad labor organizations, some
sixteen in number, are engaged in a ref
erendum to decide whether they will ac-

cept the twelve per cent wage reduction
ordered by the Federal Railroad Board or
whether they will decide to strike on
lirst and endeavor to hold up

September

railroad transportation until business is
ruined and the American public is unable
to obtain the actual, everyday necessities
of life.

unions,

The leaders of these railroad
even the mosti radical, did not

dare to advise a strike They realized
that if a strike failed, railroad unions
would be put out of the game. They
decided to pass the buck to the

shrewdly

members and to let them take the

sponsibility.
The public has

no

sympathy

re-

with the

railroad men in their contention for the
maintenance of the McAdoo wage scale
overor with the McAdoo regulations for
and abtime pay, pay for work not done
surd regulations which required the senda little job
ing of two or three meu to do
which could bt done by one man just as
and as well. The public also be-

quickly

lieves that the reduction of twelve per
less than it should have been.
The business of the country cannot
stand the present high freight rate much
not without
longer. The public believes,
of railroad men
reason, that the pay
should be reduced by the same percentIt
age as is the pav of other pec pie.
believes also that the pay of railroad
presidents and other railroad officials
should be reduced at least fifty per
The public does not recognize the
cent.
cent

1 he bond ot the incumbent

is iZUU.lliJU as
and $15,000 as disbursing offiMr. Tibbetts held the office one year

collector,
cer.

and nine months and during that time
collected $32,765,012.23. Mr. Ham is a
man of rare executive ability, is honest,
courteous, fearless and impartial. Here,
too, the President has made no mistake.
John L. Lewis, president of the United
Workers, is paid a salary of $8,000 a
His secretary has a salary of $7,year.
Mine
000.

We do not know what salaries

are

paid to the members of the executive
board, organizers and field workers, but
none of these people have ever struck,
and nobody has resigned in order to accept more remunerative employment.
We assume, therefore, that everyone in
the agitation business intends to keep on

ional and

about eight cents apiece for them.
Ho—hum—how we pity those poor pack-

country,
regular

ers, the “big five.”

any

combination of

to hold out for the maintenance of

men

an

ar-

Neither the
tificial standard of wages.
the men who
men who ride the rails,
work in the shops nor the men who hold
soft jobs in tile offices, should be allowed
to assume that they belong to a privi-

eged class.

{

LLOYD GEORGE SAYS:—
“We are ready to discuss with Ameristatesmen any proposal for the limitation of armaments which they may wish
and we can undertake that no
to set ou
of willingsuch overtures will tint! a
ness on our part to meet
that
can
not
we
forget
In the meantime
the very life of the United Kingdom, as
also of Australia and New Zealand indeed, the whole Empire—jhas been built
sea power is
upon sea power and thaj.
necessarily the basis of ihe whole empire’s existence. We have, therefore, to
ook to neasures which opr security rejuires. We aim at nothing’’ more. We
can not be content with less
The first paragraph of the above is
can

a

se which are inconsistent with
the terms thereof, and solemnly undertake that they will not hereafter enter
into any engagements inconsistent with
In case any member
v he terms thereof.
jf the league shall, before becoming a
member of the league, have undertaken
inconsistent with the
any obligations
it shall be the
terms of this covenant,
immediate
-duty of such member to take
release from such
steps to procure its

ings inter

obligations.”

Great Britain and Japan are not only
members of the league but they are memWhen
bers of the council of the leaeue.
deliberately decided to keep the

they

treaty of 1911 in force till July 15, 1922,
20 of the
they ignored what Article
of
league declares to be the plain duty

neer, nevertheless. Aside from any mechanical apparatus he might employ, we
do not see that man, with all his boasted

intelligence,

could do any better.

Who wouldn’t play the punch board—
if opportunity afforded?
Some were
seized recently in Springvale and Waterboro and the officers, after the cases
were disposed of in court, decided to see
what they would draw when paying their
cash for the privilege. They punched
out every number and every number was
blank. One board was guaranteed to
give the players $200 worih in prizes.
Two cuff buttons and a stick pin had
been drawn. A local jeweler appraised
the value of the rest at about $10. Next.

a

both nations.
a

communication, evidently intend"

Governor Baxter said:
“For the third time I have nominated
Hon. Howard Davies or Yarmouth for
Chairman of the Public Utilities Comed for

publication,

I believe that Mr. Davies is
the right man for this important position.” The Council, consisting of seven
mission.

members, did not agree with the Governor and for the third time unanimously
refifsed to consent to the appointment
of Mr. Davies.
“He (the Governor) shall nominate,
consent of the
and, with the advice and
council, appoint all judicial officers, coroand notaries public; and he shall
ners,

nominate, and with the advice and
all other
c onsent of the council, appoint
civil and military officers, whose appointment is not by this Constitution, or
shall not by law be otherwise provided
g

1

go

to do is to clip the coupons and take them
to any bank and the money will be paid
over without even the trouble of identi-

and

volunteer

National

The exact amount of this accumuated
interest

Two National Guard divisions will be

SQUEEZED
TO DEATH
When the body begins to stiffen
and movement becomes painful it
is usually an indication that the
kidneys are out of order. Keep
these organs healthy by taking

gold.medal
The world’s standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles.
Famous since 1696. Take regularly and
keep in good health. In three sizes, all
druggists. Guaranteed as represented.
Leak for the same Call Medslse every bee

5
Attached.
1 Divisional Military Pcllse Com-

29 i

2

50

1 Battalion 155 mm Howi.zers .15
Attached Medical and Dental.... 1
1 Balloon Company (Air Service) 5
1 Medical Regiment Heacq larters 2
1 Sanitary Company.. 2
1 Ambulance Battalion Headquar1
ters
1 Ambulance Company (A. D.)— 2
1 Hospital Battalion Headquarters 1
1 Hospital Company. 4
1 Medical Supply Section. 1
1 Medical Laboratory. 2

302
7
150
8
53

pany

Co'ps Troops

3
50
3
40
6
7

Coast Artillery Troops

1200

Companies.36

AUTO,

'TIS OF THEE

thee, short road to
My auto,
poverty, of thee 1 chant. I blew a pile
of dough on you three years ago; now
’tis of

you

refuse to go,

or

won’t

or

can’t.

April 30, 1921, the last date of
official figures, was
are

on

which there

the present

MY

Minimum waste.

terest coupons which are payable at intervals of sixth months. All they have

the

Guard.

12

Maximum power.

ers have tucked away in trunks, bureau
drawers and safe deposit boxes and have
apparently forgotten that they bear in-

Bird Think?

from the perch in front of the entrance.
At such times she hopped from the perch

dean products.

as it may sound, there are
thousand
scattered
people
throughout the United States who have
money coming to them from the United
States Government, but who are so indifferent that they will not go to the
trouble of calling for it at the local banks.
Also, unlike many debtors, Uncle Sam
has tried and still is trying to pay these
people their money which, in the aggreate, is considerably over $100,000,000.
This huge amount represents accumulated interest on outstanding liberty
bonds and victory notes which the own-

military policy of the
contemplates a small fication.

new

which
army

/

Incredible

organized in New England, according to
plans, one to be furnished by
Early in the spring Master Robert, the Massachusetts and another by the rest
naturalist of the Cuba (New York) Patri- of New England, all in the First Corps
ot establishment, put up in the apple Area.
tree back of the office a bird house with
By 1924, according to the proposed althe entrance so small that sparrows and location of troops, the Maine National
similar birds could not get in. A couple Guard will have two brigade headquarof house-wrens appeared and took pos- ters, one infantry and one field artillery,
session, greatly to the delight of the infantry and artillery, howitzers and sevj
voung man and others who watched them eral smaller detachments, among which
An
interesttheir
housekeeping.
begin
is a balloon company, consisting of live
ing feature of the process was the great officers and 150 men.
activity of Mrs. Wren in carrying in maThe present Guard in Maine consists of
terial and building the nest while Mr. the Third Infantry, which has been re- I
Wren strutted proudly about on the very organized to conform to recently antip-top of the telephone pole, flirting his nounced infantry tables, and six comtail and singing the finest songs he knew panies of Coast Artillery, four more of
in his loudest voice “evidently boasting which will be authorized.
over the fact that, in spite of the scarcity
The infantry will go into camp at Camp
of houses and high rents, the wren fami- Devens, Mass., for 15 days in August,
1 y had secured commodious and comfort- probably leaving for camp on the second.
able quarters for tile summer.” But as
The proposed allocation of troops in
for the other half of the family we read: detail for Maine, when its guard is event“Mrs. Wren, apparently, is too busy to ually organized:
Uthcers bn. M.
Divisional Iroops
sing. From early morning until late af60
1 Inf. Brigade Headquarters. 8
ternoon, except when evidently oil on
Attached Veterinary. 1
4
has
been
she
.57
1591
1
Inf.
engagexpeditions,
foraging
Regimentand
Attached
Medical
Chaplains(
ed in furnishing the new house. And it
6
30
Dental)
must be admitted she is clever at the j^>b. 1 Field Artillery Brigade Head45
quarters.10
On several occasions she tried to take in
1 Regiment Field Artillery (75mm
twigs which would not enter, starting
1020!
A.D ).49

Can

somewhat equivocal. In the second para- to the edge of the roof pointed the twig
graph, however, Lloyd George plainly straight for the hole, and with a flip and
announces that Great Britain intends to a flutter of wings, twig and bird disapbe in the future, as she has been in the peared within.
But the supreme test came the other
past, the mistress of the seas. This being
the attitude of Great Britain, there seems day when she undertook to take a twig
to be little use in holding an international with a forked end. Try as she would she
conference to discuss naval disarmament. could not get it started, for the very good
reason that the spread of the forked end
In’ 1911 a treaty of alliance was made of the twig w'as just about equal to the
This
and Japan.
Between Great Britain
diameter of the entrance.
Finally a
in force ten years,
freaty was to remain
thought, or something, occurred to Mrs.
certain
circumstances
and might, under
Wren. She took the twig back down to
remain in force for one year longer. After the ground and turned it about, taking
some discussion tie contracting powers hold of the straight end.
That entered,
have decided that the treaty shall remain of course, without trouble, and she sucin force during the additional year which ceeded in pulling the other end through.
will end July 15, 1922. Article 20 of the
Of course it is quite possible that Mrs.
league of nations reads as follows:
Wren did not go through a process of
“The member; of the league severally
or anything of the kind.
But
is accepted as reasoning,
agree that this covenant
she proved herself a mighty good engiabrogating ail obligations or understand-

In

with the

and

several

National Guard in Maine includes diviscorps troops, in accordance

was

moral right of

of

proposed reorganization

The

said to be sixteen eggs in cold
storage for every man, woman and child
in the country, and if they get any of
them next winter they will have to pay
are

GASOLINE

UNPAID COUPONS.

The Maine National Guard

sowing the seeds of discontent.
There

I would have them do unto me. Deafen
me to the jingle of tainted money, and to
the rustle of unholy skirts. Blind me to
the faults of the other fellow, but reveal
to me my own. Guide me so that each
night when I look across the dinner table
at my wife, who has been a blessing to
me, I will have nothing to conceal. Keep
me young enough to laugh with little
children, and sympathetic enough to be
considerate of old age. So when comes
the day of darkened shades, the smell of
flowers, the tread of soft footsteps ani
the crunching of wheels in the yard—
make the ceremony short and the epitaph
simple—‘Here Lies a Man.’

WILLIAM GALE SHEPHERD
Old Chatham, Columbia Co., N. Y.
“I was bothered with Constipation,
Liver Trouble and Indigestion for
three years ; and tried all kinds of
medicine with no relief.
I was so bad I would have a dull,
heavy feeling in the pit of my
stomach ; generally about three or
four hours after eating.
I saw advertised in the “Troy Times”
‘Fruit-a-tives’ and sent to R. W.
Seymour’s drug store in Chatham
and bought two 5Gc. boxes. Before
I had finished cue box, I was relieved
and now have no more trouble. I
can eat anything I desire.
I would advise anyone in the same
condition as I was, to take ‘Fruita-tives’ ; it is a God-send, and I would
not be without ‘Fruit-a-tives’ in the
house”.
WILLIAM GALE SHEPHERD.
50c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size 25c.
At dealers or from FRUIT-A-TIVES
Limited, OGBENSBURG, N. Y„

prominent Democratic official who has
recently been turned loose upon the cold
world. He gave place to Hon. Frank J.
“What doth it profit a man to have the
Ham as collector of internal revenue.
initiative if his wife has the referendum?"
Few people realize how great and exactare the duties and responsibilities
ing
class
a
privileged
not

REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

able'no better prayer has been devised
since they graduated from “Now I Lay
Me.’’
“Teach me that 60 minutes make an
hour, 16 ounces one pound and 100 cents
one dollar.
Help me so to live that I can
lie down at night with a clear conscience,
without a gun under my pillow and unhaunted by the faces of those to whom I
have brought pain. Grant that I may
earn my meal-ticket on the square, and
that in earning it I may do unto others as

is one of the strong men of his secwill succeed John
In the glittering streets of the glittering tion of the State. He
H. Wilson, a Democrat, appointed
P.
S.
and
and
its
with
pavement
palace
town,
Mr. Wilson has been
seven years ago.
thrall, in the midst of the throng you will
will retire with
frequently long for your own little town an excellent officer and
and
both
the
of
esteem
Republicans
high
work
in
live
and
If
you
all.
after
you
Hon. Leon O. Tibbetts of
own little town, in spite of the fact Democrats.
your
that it's

is sensible of

creatures live.

insertion.
<2.00

evidently

the temptations under which the poor

Since that

$100,029,1)00.

date,

matured May 15th, and on June 15th inon the first and victory loans fell

terest

due.

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK

The huge monoliths that surround the
altar of the choir on three sides in the

26 Broadway

Cathedral of St. John the Divine, New
York City, are ot Maine granite. Several were quarried at Fox Island, VinalThese were 64 feet long and
weighed over 200 tons each when quarried, and are now 54 feet 6 inches long
and weigh 120 tons each. They are said
to be surpassed osly by the 60 foot colhaven.

umns

good successive scourings! If you
thoroughly scoured your silverware six
times, you’d know that it was clean,
wouldn’t you? That’s the way we feel

Six

the Cathedrals of St. Isaac at

in

Petrograd.

weak
nerve

about the wheat for

When digestion is good
and the body is properly
^^^^b
nourished, the
seldom give trouble. But|KB
if the stomach, liver,
kidneys or bowels be- BH
come
deranged, the
nerves are sure to be affected.
You know the

WILLIAM TELL

nervesMSijp
H^E

depression,
irritability, loss of sleep,
poor circulation, headsymptoms
ache
other

i

the total

has probably increased by several millions, since interest on the second loan

—

and

hundred
“misery.Constipation frequeutly exists and then
there is real
danger.
Don’t delay a day but
begin at once with
small doses of the pure
“L. F.” Atwood Medicine. Improvement will
be steady and permanent if you follow directions faithfully.
Satisa

forms

of

faction

or money back.
“L. F.’’ Medicine Co.

Portland, Maine.

FLOUR

^EB
^BB
BE

One

or two scourings might do for an ordinary flour, but William Tell is not an
ordinary flour. So we scour our wheat

^^B
^^B ||
^^B
^^B
^^B
^^B \J
_

^^B

^^B
^^B

^^B
^^B
^^B
^^B

six

M

thee, old rattlebox,
bumps and knocks; for thee
To

came many

I grieve. Badly the top is torn; frayed
are the seats and worn; the whooping
sough affects tby horn, I do believe. Thy
perfume swells the breeze, while good
folks choke and wheeze, as we pass by.
paid for thee a price; ’twould buy a

one

another, until

after

perfectly

we

clean.

V

We then take off the outside hull, and use
only the fine rich inside portion of the

kj
_

L
JUl

grain.
Considering the way its made, it’s not
surprising that William Tell is so clean

IBl

Through town and country-side you were
I loved
my joy and pride, a happy day.
the gaudy hue, the nice white tires so
new, but you’re down and out for true,
in every way.

times,

know that it is

and pure and fine.

Your grocer knows.

Shingles
Second Clear

Shingles

—Willliam

Tell him

Tell.'j

SWAN-WHITTEN COMPANY

at

I

mansion twice; now everybody’s yelling
“ice”—I wonder why? Thy motor has
the grip, the spark-plug has the pip, and
woe

is thine.

I too have suffered

chills,

fatigue and kindred ills, endeavoring to
pay my

is

my

bills,

since thou wert mine. Gone

bankroll

now,

no

more

Per
thousand

’twould

choke the cow, as once before. Yet, if I
had the mon, so help me John—amen—
I’d buy a car again and speed some more.
—Greene County Farm Bureau News.
The troubles of the telephone "trouble” man are many. The Boothbay Register, telling of a trip of Leston Hemore,
the local “trouble" man, says:
“ThiB is the seventh year since Mr.

Hemore took charge here that he has
had to go to Davis Island, juat across the
bridge from Wiscasset, to remove the
homes of fish-hawks from the poles and
wires. Worse still they come back again
in a short time every summer and build
nests. They twine the net work of their
nests about the wires, hook it onto the
poles and cross-arms and in fact raise
hell-os with the service. The usual time
for starting trouble is the billing and
cooing time of early spring, and this is
their second visit and Mr. Hemore’s second trip this year.”

Why

pay more for

of poorer

shingles

Once

Used—Always Used

Special

quality.

Notice

We wish to inform the publi
doing business all the time ami
wish to buy or sell real estate of a
we would be pleased to talk will
E. A. STROUT Farm \
ROY C. FISH, Local Manak
Room 2, Odd Fellows’ Block, Belf:
tf47

;

are

Cooper&Co.
Dr. M. C. Stephenson
DENTIST
MNSONIG TEMPLE,

ROOM 3

GRAY

Quickly re*ural,orii_i
fevy days wui
Hair Kt .-ly
a dye,
’and mak

Makes Ironing Easy
Used.as cold water or cooked stare
3m22
with equally go od results.

Dr. Hester Brown

ELASTIC STARCH

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN

Children Cry

Tel. 320

IIAIlv
nat

Telephone 223-3

30 High Street.

1

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTO R IA

fluffy,

a

*stiit

bund

beautiful,

|

Christine A. Jones, Manager
on

4 Per Cent Interest

savings

Mu

House for Sale

BROOKS BRANCH

Pays

ii

bau

for 12 cents by Tho Mildred Louise Co.
‘Juston, Mass.

at Belfast—5

factory.
Apply to

accounts.

(

room

n

house
’i

;ORRlN J. PlCKt
Real Estate and Insurance,
Belfast, Maine

an in sis pent call Byr
!
PRESIDENT HARDING

those capable of giving unselfish, Cases under care May 1st.
direction to public Number of new cases,
comprehending
J(j
Number ot readmitted cases
I lo

.hought.

(

will
next generation of
a time of readjustment and
Much that has been esjeemanon.

leadership
jreor-

Analysis of dismissed
Condition

aside.)

Alelemental has been swept
remains that we may.safel nothing
the
hink of as sacred, as secure

[ cinch

convictions, in which they

heir

:

Nurse not

Total,

as
ex-

djiubt-

.suits of the skeptic and the
a

umt

can

not

i
ieei|tnal

out,

i

ne:ded,

a

3q

2”
“2

self,

or

To Hospital,
To other care,

Died,

be held immune from

may

July 1st

cases:

.„

Discharged to family

ilic very fundamentals of institunmemorially accepted, in which

dition

2

Record of visits made:

|

Nursing visits,

ning foi some kind of soecial
We esteemed it as an intensive

perjons

particular things particularly
,g established and accepted liDes.

,g

may say

\e

lines.

that there are few

Nothing remains with

not queried.
Therefore we
the leadership of the coming
n

Sanitary inspection visits,

willingness
egnize the claim of the doubter,
a tor,
the experimenter, ;the

u

cases:

8
11
2
2
7

2 to 6 years,
Over 20 years,

4

13

Financial:
Number of metropolitan cases,
Number of paying patients,
Number of free patients,
Money due from metropolitan,
Fees collected,

1
13
11
$4.55

$23.75

Total,_$38
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KEEP OUT WHAT IS CUT OUT

open-minded

an
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t07
27
5
13
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Infant welfare visits,
Tuberculosis visits,

eat need which proper education Other visits,
supply is embraced in the broadest Total,
the most inclusive vision, the
Analysis of new and readmitted
lear-eyed comprehension of the Reported by families,
> Inch
mankind’s problem today Reported by physicians,
Reported by others,
There was a time, and not Found
by nurse,
,g ago, when we were wont to
Ages of patients treated:
education as a sort of special- Under 2
years,

of equipping fortunate

30
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Died,

It is ai time

search their souls arid

men
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Both the administrative and the legislative branches of the national Govern-

ment are now showing more speed in
give these adv'en- cutting dead wood out of the departments, reorganizing them on a business
nes their full chance, we nfiust
guard against the spirit of basis and choking out squander.
With some $500,000,000 taken out of
; idsm, the disposition to
cjonkings as they are because tihey the army and navy estimates and $300,
perfect, the tendency to tear 000,000 due to come olf the overloaded
ere any plan of
reconstruction departments while all costs of materials
The trained mind— and supplies are dropping, those in conprepared.
it
is not overtrained—is the trol of the Government are fairly on the
must provide the saving faculty road to economizing in ten figures, which
ruination. The world must go is the only measure of economizing that
and not backward; and it *vill will fulfill the pledges of the Republican
forward as the result of any phil- party and satisfy the American people.
VV ith the broadaxe getting in such
f mere destruction.
work on the old spendings, the thing to
do now is to see that new spendings are
lilt BRITISH COAL SUBSIDY
not smuggled into this, that and the othiressive illustration of the meth- er
legislative measure under disguises
by Great Britain in promoting tiiat, no matter what
they pretend to do,
rcial interests is seen in the are
designed to break into the national
ag of the British coal industry,
treasury.
final production of coal in the
The money save! by plugging up one
Kingdom is about 270,000,000

constructionist.

v

nle

a

we

tons!

about 70.000,000
is
I to European and South
Ameri.nines.
The United States
Uttle
■

a'

more

pjro-

than half

ally and exports

bill,on
less than ljB,a

to

traus-oceanic nations.
.lam has been maintaining govunlrol of the industry under a
ns

:•

against loss, with the result
to

r

al

the strike mines were mar
at less than cost of produc-

accoruing to reports from EuBritish treasury was called

e

pay

e

million

ten

some

leading druggists

pounds

ing high altitudes in

one

month in

an

There is

a

moral in that for
our

men

common

seek-

life.

May it never be said of them with
truth, “The higher they climb the deeper
they hate.”
It is a fine thing to find a man who
option can be taken to any goes upward to great heights without
feat Britain may make to de- losing his head, his nervous equipoise, his
It is an inspiration to us
industries and her commerce, self-control.
.lie does it w'ith her own money who plod and drudge along at the lower
own ingenuity.
But in ttjese levels to find him generous, amiable,
rican taxpayers are going dtiwn
affable, ready to meet all comers and
pockets for money to pay the faithful to his friends.
On the other hand, it is deplorable to
Liberty Bonds, some five bilof which

s

were

loan to Great
not

issued to raise

Britain,

paying the

and ihe
In

interest.

the money that is due tine
ates as interest is being withused to subsidize a coal industry
is,

who wins his way to
eminence of any sort, and in that lofty
station, instead of looking to the sky and

come

a

upon

1
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Ask Your Dealer for It
REfc’ EMBER

Montville, July 11th,

bride’s

parents,

and

Mr.

Wentworth.

The home
flowers.

ones

from there, regardless
man calls there

and the mail box is much used,
has been knocked off from
f the mail box and this affords

SHE USED

Delano Potter 4 Co.'s

BLUE DIAMOND
BAKING CREAM

was

Mrs.

and

Reliable.

|

Bidwell
of the
largest natural-wooded parks in the
country, in tlie little city of Chico,
California—some 180 miles northeast
of San Francisco, there is a giant
white-oak tree which is believed to
be tlie largest of its kind in the world.
This ponderous monarch of the forwas
est
named after Sir Joseph
Hooker, the noted English naturalist,
who, in 1877, after a close examination
and considerable study, pronounced it
to be larger than any of the wondrous
oaks for which England was famed.

occur-

J.

\V.

prettily dec-

old.

There were

guests
from Fairfield, Waterville, Belfast, Morrill, Appleton, Searsmont and Montville.
years

WindsorHotel Stable

First-class livery service. Hackand baggage transfer. Mew
Presents of silver, crystal, linen and chi- ing
’"t entrance for the birds.
na in abundance showed the high esteem
Dodge
iauto service day or night
Whep
er puts the mail into the box
thp in which the wedded couple is held. The with competent and careful drivjebirds raise their heads and asjt Goodale sisters, who were students with ers.
Special attention to funerals,
The mother bird is not theej; the bride at the Maine Central Institute,
and parties.
Prices
weddings
box is entered but she hoveifc Pittsfield, also her cousin, Embert RamSatisfaction guaranteed.
see that
is all
say, who was her classmate, both gradu- right.
piece

everything

right,

rebec Journal.
Je marketing is more popular
this year in Maine.
Hundreds

ating in the class of 1917, were present.
Ice cream and cake were furnished boun-

i
!

JESSE STAPLES,

tifully to the one hundred guests. All Tel. 13-3
lm92
Proprietor.
spent a delightful time and departed
rs have joined the
progressive wishing the bride and groom years of
few years ago and now
display happiness
he entrance to their ground!
The De Silver place situated inProse
traveler that farm product!
pect below Bucksport. Cottage bouse
and stable and about sixty acres of land,
rrhased there and the numbef
extending back from shore of Penobscot
availing themselves of the op-j
River. Inquire of JOHN R. DUNTON
Doctor’s Book on the treatment
of obtaining fresh goods at rea-j
or RALPH I. MORSE,
of “Every living thing” with
is
4w23
Belfast, Maine.
prices, increasing by leaps ant) Humphreys’ Remedies; in
•t also saves many a long tru
PortEnglish, French, Spanish,
:tet for the farmer.
uguese or German-mail ed free.
Last Friday, an 8 months’ old calf,
PARTIAL LIST
Mary C. Spaulding of Melrose
brown with some white, with white star
Jio.
FOR
formerly of Richmond, Maine
on face and large leather strap around its
1* Fevers, Congestions. Inflammations
1
neck. Finder please notify
sented to the State of Maine the
2. Worms, Worm Fever
FAIR HOLMES
3. Colic, Crying, Wakeful ness of Infants
Maine
r

For Sale

HUMPHREYS’

LOST

i

s

,.

,,le

voluuteers,

Regiment,

which

was

Unitec
presentee?

k. 'W la,e Colonel Joseph Whitman
tv :."n« °f Richmond at the close of
ar °f
the Rebellion, it will be dis-:
i„
some suitable place in the State!
■

bee,.
;

1(

tollar Federal Reserve notes raisare said to be rather too much
enc* in Maine.
One arrest has
111 Boston for
passing them in

s**de

Children Cry
_

FOR FLETCHER’S

^ASTORIA !

of Children and adults
7, Coughs, Colds, Bronc hitis
8, Toothache, Faceache Neuralgia
9, Headache, Sick Headache. Vertigo
lO. Dyspepsia,Indigestion.Weak Stomach
I 3, Croup, Hoarse Cougli. Laryngitis
14. Eczema, Kruptions
15. Rheumatism, Lumbago
16. Fever and Afiue, Malaria
17. Piles, Blind. Bleeding. Internal. External
19, Catarrh, Influenza. Cold in Head
20, Whooplnd Coutfh
21, Asthma, Oppressed, Difficult Breathing
27, Disorders of the Ridaeys
30, Urinary Incontinence
34, Sore Throat, Quinsy
77. Grip, Grippe, La Grippe

one

1 tns great tree is more than Iliu
feet high and its circumference eight
feet above the ground is 28 4-10th
feet. Its longest branch extends away
from the trunk for 105 feet. From
north to south its branches spread
The greatest ciran even 200 feet.
cumference of its outside branches
reaches the astonishing figure of almost 400 feet.
Students of freedom from near and
far have come and tried every means
known to science to coax this massive oak to whisper the secret of its
tremendous size and unusual age, but
it merely waves its branches in the
gentle breeze and seems to laugh at
them. So, the best they can do is to
The consensus of
estimate its age.
opinion is that it lias been on earth

noon.

FOR SALE

Clean Teeth-Firm Gums

Health

__

_

_

Go''*Mmsis-

“T;
Trouble

and
Stomach Disorders
ire caused by infection

at year

Druggist

THE AHTIDOLOB MFQ. CO.
M Main St., Springrille, N. Y.
•END SAMPLE TUBE FREE

A limited

quantity of boards,

plank, 2x4, etc., suitable for
building purposes. This lumber will be delivered in Belfast and vicinity at reduced

prices.

For sale

by druggists everywhere.
HUMPHREYS* HOMF.O. MEDICINE C0„
Corner William and Ann Streets, New York.

Farmers

Others Interested Able
to Learn Market Conditions
ind Prices.

MILTON B.
it28
s

and

Tills service was launched recently at East Pittsburgh, and with the
necessary radiophone apparatus, fanners and others within a few hundred
miles of Pittsburgh will be able to
learn agricultural market conditions
and prices immediately after the close
of the markets. The reports are sent
from radio station KI >KA over a wave
length of 330 meters.
The department’s experimental radiophone service follows shortly the inauguration of sending agricultural
market reports by wireless. Sending
the reports by radiophone would greatly simplify their receipt by farmers
ture.

|
i

HILLS,

Belfast^ Maine
s-

ELLERY BOWDEN.
Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the
original. Attest:
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Register.
Notice

is

hereby given

that the

I
)

mouths

to feed

hustling

to

while the hens are
pay their own keep.

Lothrop

DENTIST
Colonial Theatre Building
TELEPHONE 336-3

27tf

PROBATE NOTICES
To all persons interested in either ot the
estates hereinafter named:
At. Probate Court bold »t Belfast, in and
for the Count; of Waldo, on the aecond Tuesdey of Jnly in the year of our Lard one
thousand nine hundred and twenty-one, The

Sign.

SOLD BY

CITY DRUG STORE
READ &. HILLS,

Proprietors,

P 0.

Squire

following

instate ot Margaret r. ihomas, late of Islesboro, Mildred 1. Hale of Islesboio appointed
administratrix July 12, A. D. 1921
Estate of Sarah Chaples. late of Belfast.
Drew Chaples of Belfast appointed executor
July 12, A. D. 1921.
Estate of Lorenzo Pendleton, late of Islesboro. Frank W. Sherman of Isleaboro appo.nted executor July 12, A. D. 1921.
Estate of Harry M. Prentiss, late of Belfast.
Sara W. Prentiss of Belfast
appointed execu*
tor July 12, A. D. 1921.
Estate of Solomon D. Pendleton, late of
Isleaboro, Isabel Pendleton of Isleaboro appointed executor July 12, A. D, 1921.
Estate of Charles Drinkwater, late of NorthWalter E. Drinkwater of Northport
port.
appointed executor July 12, A. D. 1921.

36 Hours on
Kodak Finishing
Mail orders promptly filled.

M. A. COOK’S
STUDIO

Estate of William A, Overlock, late of FreeEllen M. Overlock appointed executor

dom.

July 12,

Hall’s Studio,

A. D. 1921.

Dated at Belfast, in said County of Waldo
and State of Maine, this 19th day of July. A
D. 192L
CHAS. E JOHNSON, Regiser.

Probate Notices
in the County of Waldo, and given bonds as
the law directs. All prisons having demands
against her estate are desired to present the
same for settlement and all indebted thereto
are requested to make payment immediately.

CHARLES P. HUTCHINS
Freedom, Me, June 14, 1921.

WALDO SS.
In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 12th day of July, 1921. Frank
L. Rollins administrator of the estate of
George
H. Estes; late of Troy, in said
County, deceased, having [.resented his first and final account of administration of said estate for al-

lowance.

Ordered, that

notice thereof be given, three
successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper
published in Belfast, in said Coun-’
ty, that all persons interested may attend at a
weeks

Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, on the
9th day of August next, and show
cause.if any
the
said
they have, why
account should not be

allowed.

A true copy.

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge,

Attest:
Cha9. E

Johnson. Register.

At a Probate Court held ai Belfast, witnin and
for the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of
July, A. D. 1921.
Grace Y. Pitcher of
ty. unde the will of
of Northport, in said

Northport, in said CounAugusta B Farley, late
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying

A true copy.

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
Attest:

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

NOTICE*

A DM IN 1ST RATOR'S
The sub
scriber hereby gives notice that he has Deen
administrator
of the estate of
duly appointed

W'lLLlAM H. BLaKE, late of Freedom,
in the County of W'aldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested tc
make payment immediately.

CHARLES P. HUTCHINS

Freedom, Me., June 14, 1921.
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.

The sub- |

hereby gives notice that it has been
duly appointed administrator of tne estate of
VOLNEY THOMPSON, late of Montviile,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given

scriber

bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
OF BELFAST.
Belfast, Me., June 14, 1921.

ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE, The sub*
scriber hereby gives notice that she has been
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
EMMA M. LEM LEY. late of Searsport,
in the county of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persona having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately to my authorized agent, John R. Duifttm, Belfast, Maine.
MINNIE A. BULLLARD.

Waverly, Mass., May 10,1921.

Belfast, Maine.

ORRIN J. DICKEY
Insurance

CONSERVATOR'S
NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has been
conservator
of
the
estate
of
duly appointed
NELLIE R. BLAKE of Freedom,

INFERTILE EGGS KEEP BEST

The poultry flock can get along perfectly well without tlie rooster just as
soon as you are through saving hatching eggs. The sooner the male birds
are taken from the flock and marketed,
or killed, or placed in separate runs,
the better.
Infertile eggs are always
best for market; for the summer market this holds doubly true. The infertile eggs keep better than the fertile
One more thing: The male
ones.
birds will not increase egg production
one whit; they are that many extra

"Look for the Jersey

appointments have been made by the Probate
Court, within and for the County of Waldo and
State of Maine:
Estate of Nettie H. Newhall, late of Liberty. Ora M. Clark of Liberty appointed administratrix July 12, A. D. 1921.
Estate of Elisha brown, late of Morrill. Ruth
O' Brown of Morrill appointed administratrix
July 12, A. D. 1921.

that Bhe, Grace Y. Pitcher, may be appointed
trustee under said will to fill the
vacancy
op- caused
by the decease of Eudora E. Pitcher.
eration of a radiophone set does not
;
Ordered, that the said petitioner
notice
require a knowledge of wireless codes. i to all persons interested by causinggive
a copy of
Instead of coming in dots and dashes this order to be published three weeks succesthe market news would be received in sively in the Republican Journal, a newspaper
published at Belfast, that
may appear at
English, tile same as conversation over a Probate Court, to be heldthey
at Belfast, within
an ordinary telephone.
and for said County, on the 9th day of
August,
A. D. 1921 at ten of the clock befere noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the
prayer
of said petitioner should not be granted

Get Rid of All Roosters as Soan as Possible After Hatching Season, or
Separate Them.

Tripl-Seal

es-

and others direct, inasmuch as tne

Dr. A. M.

4. Diarrhea

The chief cause of disease
is infection. The main
source of infection yC^d}
is the teeth. To
prevent infection y.

NEWS GIVEN BY RADIOPHONE

well nigh 1,000 years.
General William Tecumseh ‘Sher- |
man, of Civil war fame, gave it as
his opinion that an army of 7,000
men could stund within its shade at

high

presented
by Robert F. Fuller, administrator of the
tate of Charles E. Knowlton.

a

]

Made by Jersey Ice Cream Company
Lawrence, Mass.

Estate of Anson Knowlton, late of Freedom,
hirst and final account of Charles E. Knowlton, deceased, who was administrator of said
estate. Said account
for allowance

poultry special-

Agricultural market reports by radiophone is the latest innovation announced by the bureau of markets,
United States Department of Agricul-

2,3UO-acre

Estate of Susan J. Flye, late of Freedom,
hmal account presented for allowance
by Fied
N. Flye, executor.

:

THE HOOKER OAK
BEAUTIFUL

say

package, or
Brick, today.
a

trix.

ists in the United States Deportment
of Agriculture. Chicks frequently have
to he caught and put into their coops
during sudden storms, as they are apt
to huddle in some hole or corner
where they get chilled or drowned.
They must be kept growing constantly
If the best results are to be obtained,
as
they never entirely recover from
checks in their growth, even for a
short period.
Hens are usually left
with their chicks as long as they will
brood them, although some hens commence to lay before the chicks are
weaned,

©, Western Newspaper Union.

lb. Cans, 35c.

at

can

doubtedly large,

I

By T.T.MAXEY

INpark which, by the way, is

The grandparents
of the bride were present from Waterville; Mr. Tasker, the grandfather, being

ninety

Manhattan side

WONDERS
OF AMERICA

YOU?

red the wedding reception of Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Bartlett at the home of the

orated with

that the mail

Light Flakey

Biscuits MotherMade?

1

I

102 by 172 feet and the foundation goes down 7S feet below highwater mark, while the tower measures
59 by 140 feet at high-water line, is
272 feet high and contains approximately 47,000 cubic feet of masonry.
The bridge is suspended from four
cables, strung between the towers—
tlie calculated weight of the structure
and its load being in tlie neighborhood
of 15,000 tons.
Each cable is made
up of 5,296 galvanized-steel, oil-coated
wires wound into a single strand
which
measures
indies
in
15%
diameter and is 3.578% feet long.
The center of the river span has
a clear height of 135
feet above the
surface of tlie river at high-water
The floor space of the bridge
stage.
is divided into five avenues or passageways—the center space being arranged
for foot passengers, on either side of
which are spaces for trolley tracks,
while each outside space is set aside
for the accommodation of vehicular
traftic.

21!l State Street, Boostn

Pure, Wholesome

the

Government Farm

be closed at night, to keep
out cats, rats', and other animals, and
enough ventilation should be allowed
so that the hen and chicks will have
plenty of fresh air.
The hen should be confind in the
coop until the chicks are weaned,
while the chicks are allowed free
range after they are a few days
old.
Where hens are allowed free
range and have to forage for feed for
themselves and chicks, they often
take the latter through wet grass,
where they may become chilled and
die. Most of the feed the chicks get
by foraging goes to keep up the heat
of the body, whereas feed eaten by
those that are with the lien that is
confined produces more rapid growth,
as the chicks do not have so much
exercise.
In most broods there are one or two
chicks that are weaker
than the
others, and if the hen is allowed free
range the weaker ones often get behind and out of hearing of the mother's cluck and call.
In most eases
this results in the loss and death of
these chicks, due to becoming chilled.
If the hen is confined, the weaklings
can always find shelter and heat under her, and after a few days may
develop Into strong, healthy chicks.
The loss in young chicks due to allowing the hen free range is un-

measures

WEBSTER-1KOMAS

CENTER MONTVILLE

rd has built

tie

‘The

they

COMMENCED

on

on

cani

u

pure. Tlx- cream, sugar,
and flavorings from which
it is made are the best, and
no home Kitchen is cleaner
than the Jersey plant. Learn
how good it is ! Take home

Estate of Alfred W. Pullen, late of Palermo
hirst ani final account
presented for allowance
by Merton G. Norton, administrator.
Estate of Silas A. Bowden, late of NorthP‘>rt, hirst and final acconnt presented for
allowance by Henrietta Bowden, administra-

Beltsville, Md.

THE BROOKLYN BRIDGE

ine caisson

icc

^ is

trustees.

©, Western Newspaper Union.

HAS IT

herd” ana thinks—and tells—
how great he is in comparison with them.

e

a nest in the mail*
home of James Liuncan on
Augusta, and has hatched a

upon

Estate of Curtis E.
Mitchell, late of Unity.
Seventh account presented for allowance
by
I Curtis B. Mitchell and Alice Verne
Sawyer,

By T.T.MAXEY

in 1870 and opened
for traffic in May, 1883, this
world-renowned structure cost the atthat-time unthinkable sum of $15,000000.
Its extreme length
approximates a mile and a half and its overall width is 86 feet.
It spans the East river, which connects Long Island sound and New
York bay between Manhattan Island,
on
which New York city
proper
stands, and ISrooklyn on Long island,
and carries one of the densest and
most heterogeneous streams of traffic
in the world.

ice cream that
kiddies eat in
cones— is it wholesome
and nourishing? You
can be sure, if you will
send your youngster to

THE
the

said estate.

WONDERS
OF AMERICA

You’ll Be

DON’T

of Belfast, deceasPetition that Sarah A. Edgecomb or some
suitable person may be appuinted administrator of said estate Application that
no bend be
required from said administrator is
contained in the petition for probate thereof.
Petition presented by Sarah A. Edgecomb,
widow and heir-at-law of said estate.
Percy N. Hall, late of Wini,erport, deceased.
Petition that Percy N. Hall,
Jr,, or some other
suitable person may be
appointed administraother

estate,
William H. Beal, late of Morrill, deceased.
Petition that Lida F. Cross of Morrill or some
other suitable person may be
appointed administrator of said estate. Petition
presented
by Elizabeth Beal, widow and heir-at-law of

Coops Used

Fure ?

7

Percy S.. Edgecomb, late

ed,

tor of said estate.
Application that no bond
be required from said administrator is contained in the petition for
probate thereof. Petition presented by said
Percy N. Hall, Jr son
and heir-at-law of said

The Gazette. Oxford. England
the table upon which General Grant wrote the terms of Lee’s
surrender at Appomattox court house
(1865); the silk, hat and umbrella of
Abraham Lincoln and the carriage in
which he rode about in the city of
Washington; the document transferring the Territory of Louisiana from
Spain to France (1803), and another
covering conveyance from France to
the United States; the instruments
used in platting Chicago (1829).
Mr. Gunther is said to have hunted
with intense eagerness for forty years,
spending one million dollars.

GROCER

WHY

said estate.

(1665);

YOUR

common

At Centre

diURD HAS BUSY NKST IN
MAIL BOX

man

superior Power, looks down

'•bat the United States may net
'user commercial relations with
hie European nations.

a

while the outside weather conditions are unfavorable; after the
weather becomes settled they should
be reared in brood coops out of doors.
It is best to make brood coops so that

paper,

Delighted

expired, the strike has just
nd, and British officials have
a resumption of the subsidy,

probate
Jennie O Bryant, late of
Thorndike, deceas•
Agriculture.)
ed, Petition that Bert L. Bryant of Knox oi1
Chicks hatched during the winter some other suitable person be appointed adshould be brooded in a poultry house ministrator of said estate. Petition presented
by said Bert C. Bryant, eon and heir at-law of
or shed
ment of

A stroll through these wonders reveals such relics ns—the compass
used by General George Washington
in his soldier days; the first edition
(1507) of the first book in which America was mentioned; the first news-

Flavor !

nas

Enggtrom,

(Prepared by the United States Depart-

collection of historical docuand autographic letters in America, and enables the looker-on to
visualize the westward shifting of the
frontier from the colonies on the Atlantic to the slope of the Pacific.

Wonderful

Those

Lottie M.
late of Islesboro, de
ceased. Will and petition fcr
probate thereof
and that (esters
testamentary issue to Lewis
L. Engstrom, be being the executor named
therein and presents said petition. Application
that no bond be required from said executor is
contained in the petition for
thereof.

Growing Constantly.

ments

T**a & Coffee Co.

human

may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
the Probate Office in said Belfast on the second

Tuesday of August, A. D. 1921, at ten o’clock
in th e forenoon, and be heard thereon if
they

When Mother Is Given Range Young
Birds Are Chilled by Wet Grass
and Die—They Must Be Kept

known

VC7 hat

matters

see cause.

great ami good men, posof a hobby for collecting
curious and other things, have left
heritages of untold monetary value
and far-reaching educational value.
The recent death of Mr. Charles F.
Gunther, a Chicago philanthropist,
who possessed a consuming passion
for collecting, released to permanent
quarters in that city the greatest

every town.

—

Union.

MANY
sessed

^Spr

WARNING TO CLIMBbRS
Speaking of the Mount Everest expedition, Sir Francis Youughusband says:
“At great heights men get very nervous
and irritable. At 16,000 feet they begin
to lose patience with one another, and
the higher they climb the deeper they

>40,000,000 in

Close Coops at Night to Keep Out
Rats, Cats, Etc.

GUNTHER COLLECTION

jA|

guarded against, waether it is military,
bonus or any other squander making for
national bankruptcy.—New York Herald.

hate.”

the

■able British coal to regain or
mrkets in Europe. The period

1

in

Western Newspaper

©,

"I used to get up in the morning so stiff,
tired and worn out I could hardly move;
but sin;e taking Tanlac I wake up feeling
just fine and can get around as well as I
could when a boy of sixteen and it actually seems that I feel better than I ever
did before in my life,” was the enthusi
astic statement made by Fred Thompson
of 22S Cumberland avenue,
Portland, Me.
Mr. Thompson is a life-long resident of
Portland and has been connected with
Rundlett& Company, wholesale fish dealers, for many years.
“At the time 1 began taking Tanlac my
stomach had been in miserable condition
for over two years. I had no appetite at
all and my breakfast was
generally half a
cup of coffee and half a doughnut.
My
food soured and many nights I suffered so
with gas bloating l just could not
stay in
bed and often got so sick I couldn’t retain
anything I ate. My legs ached terribly.
I could hardly stind up at
times, and
many mo nings it was just alljljcould do
to get out of bed.
Often while at work
1 was so tired and suffered so much I
just felt like dropping in my tracks.
“But Tanlac has changed everything
right around for me. My stomach seems
to be in the best ol
condition, as I’m eating just anything I want aud as much as
I want without the least pain or distress.
I sleep well, haven’t any ache or pain in
my body and feel perfectly strong and
well in every way.”
Tanlac is sold in Belfast by Read &
Hills; S. J Glidden, Freedom; S. M.
Grant, Saudypoint; A. M. Ross, Lincolnvihe; Sear-port Drug Co., and by the

leak in the dam must not be allowed to
run
away through auger holes newly
bored in another spot. This must be

guarantees good
month of March. This was a

make

lo

“THINGS Have BEe\ TURNED RIGHT
AROUND FOR ME SINGE 1 GOT
TANLAC,” HE DECLARES

must

which

having been presented for
the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it
is hereby ordered, that notice thereof be
given
to all persons interested
by causing a copy of
this order to be published once a week for
three weeks successively before the second
Tuesday of August, A. D. 1921. in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published and
printed at Belfast, in said County, that they

i

»

discharge.

on

Recovered,
Improved,

fro|i

Rsof the iconoclasts.

...

I

Total number of
cases,
Number of cases
dismissed,
Number of cases
remaining

o7
21

following

REDUCE CHICK LOSS
BY CONFINING HENS

The report of work
during months of
May and June 1921:

Aever, I firmly believe, was there a
.v hen the call was so insistent as

Ie

_V__

I

District Nurse Work

Fire, Liability,

Automobile

PYTHIAN BLOCK.

iPhone 316-3

I We Are Good Buyers
GIVE US A CHANCE

bid on your furniture or anything you
have to sell. Drop postal or ca'K
J. AUSTIN McKEEN,
tf 17
Belfast, Maine.
to

sTNCE1882
At 72. Main Street. Belfast.

Charles R. Coombs
Undertaker

Trespass
This is to

warn

ing, cutting hay

Notice

anyone

from trespass-

taking possession in
of the Dodge property at Hewes
or

any way
Point, Islesboro.
27tf
TEWK.SBUKY DODGE.

WANTED
Second

Jiand

Kitchen

Range

State price first letter.

Box 185.

Belfast, Maine

STORMY WEATHER
Makes many

chills, fevers

colds,

and

pneumonia. Don’t
neglect a cold, but
have a jar of

MINTOL

in the house and it
will prevent serious
colds and pneumonia.
Don’t dose and
upset the stomach with internal remedies, but simply apply MINTOL at
night and your cold will be gone in the
morning. It’s inexpensive.

Trucking
I am prepared to do all kinds of truckFurniture and piano moving a
ng.
Leave orders at the stable,
specialty.
corner of Main and Cross streets, and they
will receive prompt attention.

Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO &

SON,

126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

FOR SALE
A lawn tent of brown khaki.
Can be seen at N. S. Lord’s
Sail Lolt.
2w29

Colonial Theatre
_

~
"

TODAY

Bureau

Chiefs

Must Help, Not Hinder [

Taxation in Maine

cratlc interference, but several In-;
stances of such action were called to,
*
his attention.
He made It clear that the order to
bureau chiefs did not mean that they:
would not be given an opportunity to
express their views on reorganization I

Harding and the cabinet have declared war on the influence of Wash-

WASHINGTON.—President
ington

bureaucracy against government reorganization'
After discovery
that chiefs of government bureaus had
been conducting propaganda against
the administration’s! plan to reorganize the executive
the
President was aroused to action. Discussing the situation with the cabinet
for more than an hour, the President
determined upon a drastic course,
each member of the cabinet being directed to serve notice upon all bureau chiefs and Individual employees
that propaganda against the executive effort to reform the government
machinery would meet with instant
dismissal from the service.

'departments

The President did not disclose any

specific details of organized bureau-

From

Exempt

—and from the Federal Income

to the commission which has undertaken this work.
What the administration will not
countenance will be underhanded and
organized efforts within departmentsjj
to Impede the work of the reorganize-,
tion commission. The President does
not intend to have the committee’s
task obstructed by selfish efforts of
government employees to tighten their'
personal holds on the federal treasury. \
The administration is pleased with
the manner in which the reorganlza-J
tion committee, headed by Walter
Brown of Omo, has taken hold of the
work, but does not expect that it will
be ready to report recommendations
for legislation until the regular session of congress beginning next De-‘
i
cember.
The cause of the President’s order
was the outcome of a complaint made
to him a few days ago by the chairman of the joint commission, that active propaganda to counteract the
plans Of tlie commission was in progress and was likely to Influence congressional action.

Tax up to the Surtax
FRIDAY
STRONGEST VENGEANCE EVER DEVISED
BY MAN FAILED BECAUSE
SEE

THE

Our 7%
Preferred Stock

“THE STEALERS”
WILLIAM

A STORY OF PUPPETS OF HELL
A Robertson-Cole

Price

~

WILLIAM FOX PRESENTS

$107.50

Share

a

EARL WHITE in
“THE TIGER S CUB”

Yield 62% net

jj

~~

MONDAY

Thirty Thousand Seals Go Into Coats
TAKING

fj'om

wh|

Makeup

Adolph Zukor

census

of seals on
Pribilof islands, Uncle Sam's furbearing ranch, Is the job of Dr. George
D. Hanna. Each yea^ from May until
ate September he strolls about among
he huge boulders of the bleak shore,
lodging the threatening bulls, who are
eady to fight to death to protect their
mrems, counting the inhabitants.
The first seals to arrive at Pribilof
ire the old bulls.
They climb out of
the water and select; homes for the
females, who are afcouj a week behind.
Pribilof islands
art, the first land
.he seals have touched since the past
autumn, for they spend the entire wlner of seven months
InJ midocean floatng on the surface or cjiving after food
u the depths.
\
As fast as the females arrive the
Ad bulls take a
ppsition on the
•reaches and round up as many wives
as they desire,
usually about thirty.
These are driven by this ferocious bulls
o
the rock-bound heme, sometimes
six or seven blocks
the water.
The younger bulls,
fear the older
ones or masters, follow the females
And secure what are left.
Some of
the younger males do not mate until
they are three or four years old.
The seals remain on land eoutinurusly for three months except during

Central

short excursions for food.
The pups
are bnm helpless like human infants
are and are unable to swim for two
or three months.
The bulls remain
with the females until the pups are
born anti the foundation for another
year’s cycle Is laid, then leave for water to feed and fatten.
Hanna counts only the group* of
females and the pups. He is sure of
his count, for the seals do not land
at any other place on the coast.
After the count is made government hunters enter the rookeries and
kill a certain per cent of the hulls.
Last year 20,000 were shot and the
fur marketed. This year Hanna estimates as many as 30,000 can be used.
The governments of Japan, Russia
and the United States equally share
in the expense and profit of the sea!

rookery.

of Atlantic and Pacific Fleets

Pacific—Flagship California, Maryland, New Mexico, Idaho, Tennessee,
Mississippi, Arizona, Oklahoma and
Nevada.
Atlantic

—

Flagship

Pennsylvania,

Wyoming,
nattiesliips

Arizona,

Nevada
and Oklahoma ha*e been ordered
transferred from the jvtlantic to the
Pacific fleet by Secretary Denby. The

battleship Maryland, just completed,
will also be sent to tlje Pacific fleet.
By the same order the
New
"York, Texas, Wyoming and Arkansas
•are transferred from thfe Pacific to the
Atlantic fleet.
Secretary Denby said the redistribution of the ships had
Ijeen made with
a view to assigning
coal burners
ttje
to the Atlantic fleet and the oil burners to the Pacific fleet jas an economic
measure.
As soon us the new superdreadnaught California is completed
'by the Mare Island navy yard, she will
replace the New Mexico as the flagship of the Pacific fleilt. The Mary-

battleships

New York, Texas, Arkansas,
Florida, North Dakota and Delaware.
The battleship Utah is assigned as
flagship" of the European squadron.

Secretary Denby said.
The Pittsburgh,
flagship

of the
European squadron, will be returned
to this country.
The squadron will
then comprise, in addition to the Utah,
the cruisers Chattanooga
and
Louis, and three divisions, totaling 18

St!

destroyers.
Three destroyer divisions will

be
Pacific to the
Atlantic, Secretary Denby said. The
Atlantic and Pacific fleets, he added,
will be united for about three months
each year in either the Caribbean sea
or the Pacific near Panama
bay, for
the training in combined tactical
operations.
transferred

from

the

Ingredients of the Big Melting Pot
composition'of

the population of the United States in
1920, as announced by the census bureau, shows 94,822,431 white persons,
10,463.013 negroes, 242,930 Indians,
111,025 Japanese, 61,686 Chinese and
9,485 others. The Japanese race exceeded the rate of growth in the last
ten years of all other classes.

RACIAL

Unofficial estimates of the increase
Japanese in the United States, particularly on the Pacific! coast, were
borne out In the official tabulation
which revealed a rate of* expansion of
58.9 per cent.
California absorbed
30,596 of the growth of 38,868 Japanese.
On January 1, 192(), there were
71,952 Japanese in Caljfornla. The
remainder of the
Increase was distributed largely in Washington state
where there are 17,388; Oregon 4,151
and Utah, Colorado anc|- New York
with between 2,000 and
each.
The white population Showed only
a 16 per cent expansion and the negro
6.5 per cent.
Both the Indian and
Chinese groups dwindled 8.5 per cent
and 18.8 per cent, respectively.
The
growth in the white population was
considerably less then the rate for the
previous decade, which Was 22.3 per

Sarsaparilla
Makes Food
Taste Coo0
i

Creates an appetite, aids digestion, purifies the blood,
promotes
assimilation so as to secure full
hutritive value of food, and to
give strength to the whole system.

Paying the Piper:
( 'Hi'. DOROTHY D'C.KOON.ALMA TELL

GEORGE FAWCETT znd ROD La ROQUE

This decline, the statement said,
was due principally to the reduction
in immigration during the war.
The greatest numerical Increase in
the white population was shown in
the district embracing Ohio,
Indiana,

cent.

Illinois, Michigan
where the increase

and
was

Wisconsin,

3,011,363.

The rate of Increase in the
negro
population was the lowest on record.
Evidence of the migration of the negro to the north and west was found
in the figures showing
nearly threefourths of the Increase In the
negro
population, or 472.418 of the 625,260
gain in these sections. A growth of
only 162,832, or about one-fourth, was
reported for the South, despite the
fact that 85 per cent of the total negro
race still is there.

OAK HILL, Swanville.
Mr. Clarence Nickerson cut Mr. F. H.
Roberta’ bay the past week.
Mr. Charles Watson has employment
at the farm of Mr. Clarey inr Waldo
through baying.

Benjamin Farnham and friend
from Boston are guests of hia father, Mr.
H. D. Farnham and wife.
Mr.

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Snow and daughter
of South Thomaston and Mr. and Mrs.
Walsh of Thomaston wape- guests of Mr.
and Mrs. E. C. Pea vey, July 24.

u

paramount (picture

,i

TUESDAY
Mrs. Mary Morrison, who had been the
guest of Mrs. Susan Harmon, returned to
brief her home in Banger Saturday.

Edward Linnell of Bangor made

a

visit with his family here recently.

B. F. Ham has rented the William Stev-

Mrs. A. R. Wellman entertained members of the Monroe W. C. T. U., Friday,

July 15.
Mrs. Walker and daughter of Montreal,
Quebec, are guests of Arthur Edmonds
and family.
C. O. Whitney, Miss Alice Whitney and
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Jewett motored to
Fairfield July 16.
Master Gerald Cousens of Bangor is
spending a few weeks with Mrs. Edward
Linnell and children.
J. W. Jewett, who visited recently\at
the home of his brother, C. B. Jewett, has
returned to his employment in Solon.
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Larby and Byron
Larby motored to Alton Sunday and were

guests of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Leavitt.

ens

house and will

essary

move

arrangements

can

as

soon as

nec-

be made.

daughter,

Mrs. Ernest

Thompson,

in

Pittsfield.
Mrs.

W.

S.

Stevens entertained the

Arts and Crafts Club at her cottage at
the lake Wednesday afternoon. Refreshments were

afternoon

served and

was

a

very pleasant

passed.

Mrs. Julia White and Mrs. Erma White
spent the present week in Rockland,

in Pond cemetery.

Louis J. West of thU town, who has
principal of W aterville high school

for three years, has accepted a similar
position in Bar Harbor high school.

and Mrs.

WEDNESDAY

George Elliott.

mother,

John Downer of Freedom is baying for
Will Bowler.

"The

Mrs. Nancy McFarland.

a

Hollis

of

Blackstone

and

sisters,

The interest in the meetings here has
nearly all been transferred to Rev. Mr.
Carolyn Fuller of Auburn is the guest1 Raven’s meetings in Knox Center, and
to Halldale church.
of friends in town.

UNITY.

Miss Sturgis of St. John, N.
guest of relatives in town.

B.,

wedding?”
“The preacher.
and takes no risk.”

Brown linens worked with blue cross stitch.
White linens with blue and white embroidery.
Mandarin coats and squares.
Place Cards of views near Peking, in water color.'

Mrs.

few days the past week.

Mrs. James J. Cle ment passed last
Mr. Hodges of Winthropwasa business week at Northport.
visitor in town Wednesday.
F. W. Mason has verbally sold his farm
to a Mr. Durgin of Brownfield.

W. L. Fairfield of Pittsfield is stopping
at the Austin cottage at Windemere Park.

have returned to Massachusetts.

For HAY FEVER
DAVIS & STURM,
Palmer School Graduate
Office hours—9 to 11

Storage Battery

He gets the profit

a.

Chiropractors, 80 Main St., Belfast. Mi.
m., Mondays, Wedeesdays and Fridays.

Something in

a

j

At Reasonable Prices.

FOR SALE

a

“Costa Less per Month of Seruice’’

Lewis A. Gannon & Go.
At B. O. Norton's

Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Burkill of Chauncey
N. Y., are at their place here, Hill View
Farm, for a vacation.

^

past week.

^High

136

|

Kodak Finishing
Mail orders promptly filled.

M. A. COOK’S

•

Maine.jj

31RLS FOR SNIPPING BEANS. For
particulars apply to
ARTHUR L. RONDEAU,
Saco Valley Canning Co.
Iw30
Telephone 303.

III

LOST
A COMBINATION

postoffice.
lw30*

I

KNIFE, lost

for

a

a

Tel. 314-3

MRS. L. A. BROWN,
8 Alto Street
3w30

Hound Lost
Male, black and tan, has been miasm*
since July 19. Answers to name of Sport
Anyone knowing whereabouts of such
dog please notify

RAY T. HALL,
62 Bridge St., Belfast, Me-

2w30*

FOR SALE
acres of
near Hewea’

Forty-five
in the

Finder please return to
T. B. FLANNAGAN,
24 Church Street.
)

5 years old, afraul ot
fine driver. Will sell cheap
good home. Inquire of

horse,

A family

nothing,

Garage.

Belfast,

Street,

WANTEDon

Belfast, Mrine

i

SlORAG?***?ArTERY

Hours

Tent 12 by 14. in good condi
tion.
ORRIN J. DICKEY.
2w3o

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

Name.

Marie—He’s very narrow.
Mazie—What do you expect of
flat?

TENT FOR SALE

Service)

RECHARGING and REPAIRING

Mrs. Olive L. and Miss Miriam Bartlett

Mr. and Mrs. R. M, Carter and Mr. and
Miss Leta'Taylor, who has a position Mrs. R. P. Morang of Belfast were Sunteaching in Massachusetts, is at home for day callers at P. W. Jaquith’a.
the summer.
Mrs. Volney Thompson and son, Ralph
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Larrabee of Monson J., are soon to move to Belfast. They
were guests of Mr. and Mrs.W. S. Lowell have secured a rent on Church street
the past week.
Mf. and Mrs. Warren H. Miller and
Miss Mary Fowler of Bangor is passing children and Mrs. Sadie Fish of Winslow
a few weeks with her parents, Mr. and were Sunday visitors at P. W. Jaquith’a.
Mrs. C. C. Fowler.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ferris of WaterFrederick Hodgea and family of New- ville and the Miases Beatrice and Kathryn
ton, Maas., are at their cottage at Winde- Bowen of Palermo, were recent guests of
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Cushman.
mere Park for the summer.

Wilson, Sue M. Partridge.

CHIROPRACTIC

Harold E. Cushman and family were
Lloyd Tozier, E. T. Whitehouse and Sunday guests of Mrs. F. A. Cusnman in
George Leadbetter were in Watervilie Belfast

Friday.

them at the Journal office.

see

Amy L.

Dear for Him.
She—I bought the dParest hat today.
He (absently)—Send it back and
buy the cheapest.

CENTER MONTVILLE

Mr. Rice and daughter of Lynn, Mass.,
are guests at the home of Simon Conner.

Call and

*

_Too

is the

Mrs. E. W. Jones was in Pittsfield'a

Pictures of the Year,

So Much a Knot
“Who is the best man usually at a

who is ill.

U’Doone

Amber Necklaces, Ear Rings, Pend
ants. Chains, Pans, and Tea.

family
Lowell, Fannie Walker and Mrs. John Chatman
Mass., are visiting his father, William from Massachusetts, and Mrs. William
Jones and Allan Pilley of Brooks were
The sympathy of this community is Bowler.
here July 22nd calling on Mr. BlacKstone’s
extended to Mr. and Mrs. Howard ClemJames J. Clement has been appointed
old friends. Mr. Blackstone has always
ents of Monroe whose entire set of farm automobile inspector; also highway po- been a
good friend to Freedom Academy,
buildings were destroyed by fire early liceman.
attending all of its alumni meetings when
ever it was possible and doing his part to
Monday forenoon.
Willard Vose has one of the handsomest
make the alumni meetings what they
Joseph Rasper of Webster, N. Y., Mr. pieces of corn to be seen in this, part of should be.
and Mrs. Elijah Ritchie of Belfast and the county.
Miss Louise Temple of Lewiston were
True Enough.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hurd took an
“The teacher says that our
recent callers at the home of Mr. and auto
trip recently to Waterville, Branch
boy
can’t learn to write."
Mrs. G. H. York.
Mills and Albion.
'“That
knows
his
boy
business. Many
Lewis Libby and his cousin, Ernest
Rev. C. D. Nutter and wife, who had
a man
wouldn’t have been sued for
Libby of Melrose, Mass., who is spending been visiting relatives here, have returnbreach of promise if he hadn’t
put his
the summer here, and Mr. and Mrs. A. N. ed
foolishness on paper.”
home to Lubec.
Conant of Monroe spent July 20 at Swan
After the showers the hay crop made a
Its Main Characteristics.
Lake, bringing home a good catch of fish. new
start, and those who did not cut
“There’s a fool-proof airplane on
Walter Weblin, an apple exporter of
early will harvest a good crop in this
the market.”
Boston, and his son were at Hon. C. M. section.
“Good. What’s its main characterConant’s recently and while there visited
istic?”
Miss Florence Nickerson of ralermo is
the orchards of the members of the Win“It won’t fly.”
working for Mrs. Marjorie Penney to
terport Fruit Growers’ Association of
care for her brother, William Oliver,
help
which Mr. Conant is
Harold Bowler and

Big

Marge

Chinese Goods

He will fill the pulpit next Sunday
both morning and evening. The church
has extended him a unanimous call and it
is hoped by all attending this church that
he will see his way clear to accept.

Merle Howard Hurd of Knox was in

of

Courage
One of the

ence.

town last week.

Production

Vitagraph Special

Mrs. Josephine Tracey and children of
Concord, Mass., are the guests of her
mother, Mrs. Josephine Maker, and grand-

very able sermon at the church Sunday
morning to a large audience. He also
spokein the evening to a still larger audi-

Frank Boynton is working in the mill
lookmg after the sanitary condition of
in"Freedom.
the milk supply.
been

Mr.

in

Happily Merged

\ thrilling five-reel scenic dramatic extravaganza, featuring Frankie Lee.
the boy actor wonder, and “Highland Laddie,” the world’s
most famous dog actor.

Mrs. Blanche Nutt and daughter of
Waterville spent a few days the past

Rev. G. B. Wolstenholme delivered

WEST MONTVILLE

guests of Captain and Mrs. Frank Grindel.
H. S. Robinson, inspector for the Boston board of health, was in town July 19

Ella Sprowl of Belfast is the guest of
sister, Mrs. James Libby.

week with her parents,

Tears.

“The Call From ihe Wild”

ple look ahead with pleasure to his visits.
Mrs. Mae Knowlton and son Theodore
went to Troy last Tuesday to visit her
daughter,;Hazel Cunningham. Her granddaughter Thelma returned with her for I
an indefinite visit.
i

ternoon, July 16th. Funeral services were
held at the church Monday afternoon.
was

Thrills, Sobs,

Arthur Pichett of Boston gave a fine
organ recital after the evening services
at the church last Sunday. Freedom peo-

The remains of the late S. B. Berry,
who was killed wh le in action in France
two years ago, arrived here Saturday af

Interment

Miss Deborah Williams is home for her
vacation.
her

The many friends of Mrs. Louise Hallman were saddened to hear of her death,
which occurred July 15th at the home of
her

“The Call From the Wild”

FREEDOM

WHITE’S CORNER. Winterport

Mr. and Mrk. Charles Mitchell were at
their cottage at Northport a few days the

Hood’s

Maine Power Co.

PRODUCTION

J. Burns, Central Maine Power Company, Belfast Representative

manager.

Ji

8|X)0

*•

Augusta, Maine.
W.

A

presents

Georoe
ntzmaurice
O

*

*

land will be the most powerful ship
in this fleet, and will be the first battleship to be equipped with 16-inch
rifles. As arranged, the fleets will be
as follows:

li k.

Super-Special

SATURDAY

n

the

CHRISTY CABANNE’S
DOCUMENT

POWERFUL HUMAN

Islesboro,
aonable.
SOtf

Apply to

land, situated
Price rea

Point.

T. DODGE.

13 Congress St., Belfast. Me.

The follower* of Fantomas, the serial,
will be pleased to learn that episode 11
and 12 will be shown at the Colonial on

Friday, July 29th.
June Cathleen, the

infant daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Colcord, has been

taken to Boston, where she will be adoptby Mr. and Mrs. Walter Colcord.

ed

Thomas H. Marshall

Circle,

Ladies of

the G. A.

R., will meet Tuesday afternoon, Aug. 2nd, when a birthday lunch
will be served. A full attendance is requested.
Herbert H. Stevens is ji patient at the
Tapley Hospital, where he was recently
operated on for appendicitis by Dr. EuIhe News ot
gene D. Tapley. Mr. Stevens is superinof the Delfast- tendent of the Leonard,
Stevens &
I |,e summer time table
Bearce aboe factory
;it,am R. R. is as follows:
A. M. P. M.
stations
Clarence E. Chapman of the U. S. A.

Belfast

BelUst.Lv.

[

-V Point.
Sargents..
Waldo.

“

"

Kao*.
ii.

.unlike.

**

:iecook

W'

“

:ham Junction.Ar.

1 10
1 15

6 30
6 35
6
6
7
7
7
7
7

46
59
14
21
80
42
50

1

1
1
1
2
2
2
2

’

26
42
57
10
20
32
40

arrived recently to visit his parents, Mr.
snd Mrs. John F. Chapman. He has been
in the hospital at I Camp Devens for
trouble with his eyes. Tuesday, accompanied by his mother, he went to Portland to consult a specialist.

The Prizma color photography films
the Black’s New

The UniverulUt League will
The four Boston boys detained in the
meet
at 2.30 at the Rest- Waldo county jail for the larceny of an
a-While club house. All
member* are auto in this city, have made their third
requested to be present to
help work for attempt to escape. Sheriff Frank A. Litthe sale to be held
August 15th.
tlefield easily detected them each time.
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday were
The lawn party and aale on the Unithree of the hottest days of the
tarian lawn last Thursday afternoon unseasonhe thermometer
ranged from 85 to 90, der the direction of the Womana’ Alliaccording to location. There was little ance was largely attended and all the
relief atjjight as they were as breathless
tables were well patronized. The net
and stifling as the
days. Not a drop of proceeds were over $150.
rain fell.
Hutchins & French, architects of BosAn earnest request, is made
that all in- ton, have been here the past week to
terested make an effort to be present at make arrangements for submitting plans
the Red Cross room when it
will be pos- for the new bankihg rooms of the Waldo
sible to complete the work on the order Trust
Company in Masonic Temple. B.
on hand.
Remember this will be possi- F. Tripp of Boston, the vault engineer,
ble only if there is a
large number of has also been here to arrange for the
helpers present Thursday afternoon.
plans of the new vault.

Thursday afternoon

There will be
grounds of the

a

lawn party

Greeley

the

on

school in Swan-

ville Friday evening, July 29th, under
the auspices of the Mothers’ School
League, Home cooked food, candy and
ice cream will be on sale. There will
also be a short program. This will be a
pleasant place to spend an evening.

Extensive plans are being made for
England Theatres presentation of “Rep- the food sale Saturday, Aug. 6 by .the
utation” met with such instant approval ladies pf the Baptist church,
The sale
of all who saw them that Manager Clif* will be held in the vestry of the church
ford has booked them for Tuesday in under the cate of a competent committee and there will be an opportunity for
place of the Outing Chester Pictures.
friends to purchase a great variety of
Basil
R.
of
Company K., Capt.
Allen,
home-made food, daintily prepared, for
the Third Maine Regiment will have a
which the society lias a well-known repball in the Armory tomorrow, Friday,
utation.
under the direction of Mrs Cecil Clay.
The regular business meeting of the
The proceeds will be applied to the comPublic Health Nursing board will be held
mess
fund.
McKeen’s
orchestra
pany’s
at the Red Cross rooms
will furnish music and there will be one
Monday, August
at 4 p. m. Miss Ann Kalloch, Exof the popular moonlight waltzes. Ad- 1st,
tension Secretary of the New England
mission, men 35, women 20 cents.
Home for Little Wanderers, will be presThe new one dollar bills used by the
ent and give a talk on her work. Miss
Dinsmore store in advertising their specKalloch is most anxious to interest the
ial sale of shoes
were
stolen some
people of Belfast in this splendid work
time dur ng Thursday night. The thief
and the public are cordially invited to be
cut and
slashed the
that were shown at

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

Colonial Theatre publishes picture
i
rogram for the week.
,s & Sturm, chiropractors, publish
<•

fi-ssional adv.
Amy L. Wilson and
L hinese goods.

Sue M. Partridge

Sleeper & Co. advertises VictroIrafonolas, records and other;lines

I

il Coombs Co. advertises corsets,
hats, toilet goods, etc.

in

Marble Shop has oil stovfe for

e

al
■d

Maine

stock,

Power Co. offer ’their
which is exempt from

Flannagan advertises for finite
:r>St

|

Importing Co. offers

coffee, tea,

special val:

etc.

window

shades

odge offers land in IslesborA for rather than take the risk of raising them.
The loss was discovered early Friday
II
Dinsrnore Store advertises their morning.
Officers are investigating the
o and three dollar shoe sa^e for
case and hope to land the thief.
days more.
o

Trust Co. advertises their bsnk-

,ness.

a

Mrs. George H. Darby, who underwent
critical operation Thursday at her

very

present.
Edward W. Bowen, hailing from Searsa lad of about 17 years of age,

port, and
was
man

tried before Judge Clyde R. Chapof the Municipal Court last Friday

for the alleged larceny of a horse from
the Sprague pasture in Waldo. It is also

vlton Electric Co. advertises elec- home on Miller street, is comfortable.
said that he had taken a wagon and a
Dr. E. G. Abbott of Portland with his
ring.
bicycle near there. The evidence showy’s Market offers specials in fish special nurse, Miss Thornton, assisted by ed that he traded the
Sprague horse for
: »r articles for Friday and SaturDrs. Eugene D. Tapley and Foster Small
one he sold to Hiram O.
Burgess for $5.
of this city, operated.
Miss King, R. N., Later he went to
Monroe, where he
T. Hall advertises hound lost.
of the Children’s Hospital, Portland, is !
worked for Walter Goodwin.
He was
Valley Canning Co. wants girls to the
attending nurse and Dr. Foster C. ! found guilty and placed under $200 bonds
cans.
Small the attending physician.
to appear before the Grand Jury at the
es

H. Field of Belfast

justice of
>r

peace

was

nomi-

July 22ild by

Baxter and the nomination will

Wole for action by the executive
at its July session.

A. F. Hurder has

CITYPOINT.

recover-

ed from his recent illness and is about his
work as usual....Mrs. O. E. Clay, Miss

September term of the Supreme Judicial
Court.

He

was

committed.

Newell were

R. Allen of Compaiiy K, on a recent auto ride to China Lake
and Mrs. Ernest Anderson of Passaic,
Regiment, has received a Mr. and Mrs. Ralph H. Mosher, their son N.
J., announcing the arrival of their
in from Capt. Albert E. Andsews,
Hugh and niece. Miss Dorothy Shorey
daughter at the City hospital at 9.30 a.
of
the
local
now
autoed
to
iptain
company/
recently
Georges Lake, Liberty, m. The second was from Mr. and Mrs.
kular army and stationed alt Co- and spent the day on Marshall shore.
Arthur G. Wylie of Boston, announcing
Ga., announcing the arrifal of
Mrs. Charles Parks, the Misses Mada- the arrival of their daughter at the
1
Jr. Capt. Andrews expects to
line, Gertrude and Ruth Parks of Fair- Brookline hospital at 5 30 p. m. Both
is furlough in Maine as soon as
field, Clarence Irish of New York, Mr. said thaUmother and daughter were dondrews and little son are ready to
Jacobs of Skowhegan, Mrs.
William ing well Mrs. Anderson was Miss Ethola
rid they plan to come to Belfast
Simpson and niece, Miss Rebecca Law- W. Frost and Mrs. Wylie was Miss Myrtle
iSlt.
rey of Fairfield motored to Belfast Tues- E. Frost, daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Frost,
Robbins, who owns a garage in day for a shore party at the foot of A*' who are receiving many congratulations.
ty, was injured early Thursday lyn street. They w.ere guests of Mrs. H.
In the recent family party at the home
while riding his motor cycle on E. McDonald and also
enjoyed the pleas- of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence M.
Knowlton,
ireet at the corner of
Church, ure of using “Rest-a-While” club house. Congress street, were the living eight of
riding up Miller and in his effort
William F. Whitcomb was given a the family of twelve children of William
a woman crossing on Church
H. and Betsey t. (Bruce) Knowlton. They
e collided with a
Mr. birthday surprise party Monday evening
Ford car.
at his home at Citypoint. A delicious were Mrs. Martha White, Mrs. Etta Wey; received a severe scalp
wound,
was served including
sandwiches, mouth of Belfast; Mrs. Emma Kocherbeing some three or four inches supper
salads, ice cream, assorted cake and an sperger of Boston; Mrs. Mabel Gregory
so another cut on the left foreof Brooklyn; Mrs. Aimee Pratt of Boston;
sides several minor bruises and immense birthday cake with 52 candles.
Whitcomb was the recipient of sev- City Marshal Marcellus R., Clarence M.
es.
The Ford car and motor cycle Mr.
and Edward H. Knowlton of Belfast.
damaged, except for a bent mud eral gifts. Shortly after supper there was
Their haif-brother, George W. Knowlton
an “ice party” on the lawn, suggested by
u the car.
He was taken to; the
the unusual heat. Among the out-of- of Venice, Calif., is the only living cnild
: Ur. Carl H.
Stevens, where his
of William H. and Melissa (Morrison)
were dressed.
Mr. Robbinsiwas town guests were Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Knowlton.
Mrs.
Miss
Gertrude
Robinson,
e
service in France during the Robinson,
Basil

...

Maine

.,

War and his many friends are glad
was not seriously wounded in this

Cris Larson of

Boston,

Mr. and Mrs. Allie

Howard of East Belfast.
Mrs. Wm. Veazie Pratt entertained at

Home

Alliance

of

Woodland,

luncheon at the Johnson Homestead

on

Tuesday for The Honorable Robert Skinner, Consul General to London, England
and Mrs. Skinner.
The guests included
Mrs. Ralph Cross Johnson, Mr.
Mr.
and
a resident of
where
with
Belfast,
Mrs. Arvine Wales, Miss Gabriella
Mary Woods she conducted a dress- and
Miss du Vivier, Mrs. John M.
! •'.g establishment.
They were both Page,
Miss Louise Hazeltine, Mis*
nent and faithful members of the Hinchman,
Anne C. Crosby and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Methodist church. Miss Jackson
The large round table
Johnson.
aunt of Mrs. Bancroft H. Conant. Miller
was lavishly decorated with silver basMary Jackson, affectionately
vii as “Aunt Mary
Jackson,” was kets of nicotianas and ferns.
uiior guest at an informal reception
Edward A. Wadsworth of this city anred her on the occasion of her nineof his only
'C'-ond birthday at the home of Mr. nounces the engagement
Mrs. W. S. White last evening. daughter, Miss Charlotte Burkett WadsiuO friends gathered to honor the worth of Somerville, Mass., to George
’'genarian, many of whom were fel- F. Thompson of Somerville. The wedmembers of the First Methoiiisi
immediate fuof which she is one of the most ding will take place in the
Despite her age she is keen of ture. Since the death of her mother,
and active in body, taking a great Miss Wadsworth has made her home
Merest in public affairs.
“Aunt” Mary
with her grandfather, George W. Bur11 has a multitude of
friends, who
kett. She graduated from the S. H. S.
a wishing her many returns of the
ui.
She was the recipient of a with honors and has since been employn number of
gifts.
ed in the John Hancock Insurance office,
Boston.
Mr. Thompson is a photograi:tty Parties. Mrs. Reginald R.
He served 18 months over seas in
Ml and Miss Alberta W. Farnham pher.
101 Amutamed members of the S. S. Club the famous Yankee Division,
Many Belfast friends ex
a few
guests at the former’s borne nition train.
Wednesday evening. Dinner was tend congratu lations and best wishes.
has

interesting report of the
y of Miss Mary Jackson of Woodalif. Miss Jackson was for many
an

..

at 7 o’clock from small tables cenwith pink and white snapdragons
he color scheme was carried out in

m
L

r
10
r

t'ncious

The evening was
:'
socially and with music. Miss Jesoartley of Bangor was an out-ofmenu.

guest.

A delightful evening is re’r!ed...,. Miss Florence E. Dunton en'aiiied the Saturday Auction Club and

,Jlller guests
*ast
'as

at The Barracks at The Bat-

Thursday afternoon.

served from

Luncheon

small tables

on

the

11 rUi

prettily centered with sweet peas,
lion was played during the afternoon.
Harold H. Hollingshead won the
Prize, a Nutting water color, and
Jst
•hs William M. Randall the
a

-hinese lace

Jrs

second,

mat. Other guestB were:
hlon B. Gilchrist of Grand Rapids,
Mrs. Charles Dean Cool, Madison,

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury enterabout 85 people from Belfast,
Northport and Eincoluville last Friday
tained

at the Owl’s
land.
a.

m.

Hvd lnn> iust below Rock-

The Belfast autos left here at 11
and were joined by others on the

The favors were rustic nut
way down.
baskets and the place cards large white
The tables, both large and
clam shells.
were attractive with an abun-

small,

dance of flowers.

The regular waitresses

were assisted by a dozen chauffeurs in
serving a most delicious shore dinner for
which the Inn has a famous reputation.
Cards and dancing were enjoyed after
dinner and just before the guests de-

Mrs. Mabel Foote of Boston, a
contralto, sang one of Gilberte’s compo-

parted,

sitions, with the composer himself at the
She was followed by Mrs. Helpiano.
"s Mrs. James T. Sleeper, Passaic,
mar Smith, (Miss Mabel Corlew) soprano,
MiBs Louise W. Richards, Farm- who also rendered a Gilberte selection.
8tun, Mrs. Ben Ames Williams, New- Both Mrs, Foote and Mrs. Smith have
toriv‘lle, Mass., Miss Clara B. Keating, beautiful voices, and they' delighted
uiston, Mass., Miss Belle Kaating and everybody with their rendition of the
Dana B. South worth, Belfast.
selections.
i

V

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Bowker have
bought the Charles O’Connell residence

_______

Already

Come in and let

1
2

m

show you,

$4.50 to $10,50

Price to Close Out

QB CORSETS

lUILtf GOODS

Our Toilet iV’inirimet.t is Considered
Prices on our C|B Corsets have been one
ot the most complete in this section,
materially reduced. We have some very Our line of Hudnut’s
Face Powders,
fine models now ranging in price from
Kouges, Toilet Powders, Toilet Waters,
also Marinello Beauty
Shop Creams and
$1.50 to $5.00

to go down and with the use of
if'ins recovered the body easily
as it was in quite shallow Wafer.
Richards was a fine young man and had many
seen

grapplidg

Also

friends who sincerely regret his death,
Mrs. Foster Crocker of Fort Rent, who
has been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Edwin M.

a

Face

Misses’ Corset at

qq

tained at a clambake at Northport, the
first Mrs. Crocker ever had the privilege
of attending. The other guests were Mrs.
Harry A. Foster, Judge and Mrs. Clyde
B. Chapman, Deputy Sheriff and Mrs. C.

x

4

Iceland

assortment of Shetland
and Scotch.

Wool, Cygnet

Powders.

Porto Rican Underwear

Good Shepherd Yarns

Crocker several weeks, was the guest of
honor at several social functions the past
week.
Mrs. Annie D. Mathews enter-

W.

One lot Ladies’ Trimmed Hats at

good demand

a

this high grade garment and our
customers are speaking in highest praise
of its fit and comfort.

sot in season to save him. Mr. <3ibsofi
and his son Langhorn went in their boat
to the spot where young Richards was

Littlefield, Judge Maurice

finding

we are

^SPECIALsfi-

for

A Sad drowning accident. Laforest Richards of Dark Harbor, the 22
year old son of Mrs. Fred Patterson, was
drowned Monday afternoon while bathing
on the beach at Seven Hundred Acre
Island. He was employed on the island
last spring by Mr. Charles Dana Gibson
and Monday went over to call on a friend.
About one o’clock he went in bathing
alone and. soon after his calls for help
brought Charles Dyer to the beach. bu$

Maurice

STORE

Our stock is gradually increasing each week with many good
things for summer. Our trade, too, is increasing, which seems
to prove that the good things we have must be
satisfactory.
This week we expect in some very pretty hand-made waists,
also other new waists, including the frilled waists—especially
good to wear with suits.

Modart Front Laced Corsets

It has been occupied the
on Park street.
past year by Mr. and Mrs. William M.
Randall. The Bowkers will take possession in the early fall.

Lord.

PROGRESSIVE

Floss,

Hand-made Night Gowns and Envelope
Chemise. Each garment individually cut
and every stitch done by hand.

$2.89

to $5.00

TERMS CASH.

H. H. COOMBS COMPANY

j

Wednesday evening Judge
and Mrs. Chapman gave the party an
evening at the Colonial Theatre. Friday
Mrs. Mathews and Mrs. Chapman gave
Mrs. Crocker a “send off’’ party at the
Chapman home. It was also a genuine
List

MASONIC

TEMPLE,

HIGH

STREET,

BELFAST, MAINE

surprise,

party. Mrs. Crocker returned
to her home Sunday morning as the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Colby A. RacklifT who

FIFTH ANNUAL

made the trip by auto.

Mr and Mrs O. E. Frost of this city
received telegrams of unusual interest
guests of Dr. and Mrs. Ernest S. Webber
last Saturday.
The first was from Mr.
Dora Newell and Basil H.

THE

John Dodge was before Judge Clyde R.
Chapman of the Municipal Court last
Thursday, the result of several days’ in-

Frank R.
window

an

Woodcock has placed in his
unframed
photograph of

It is the property
Romange Cemetery.
of Ralph M Johnson, who recently returned from an extended trip abroad in-

cluding visits to the world’s

new

Cattle Show and Fair

historic

It is one of the most interesting
spot*.
of the 320 cemeteries of France as it

THE NEW

contains the graves of the members of
the noted "lost battalion.” Ten thousand of the 25,000 American boys buried

BELFAST, MAINE,

in Romange have been claimed by relatives here and in a short time will be
brought to this country. After seeing

August 16-17-18-19, 1921

the picture and realizing what has beeu
done and will continue to be done by the
united efforts of France and America it
seems

wicked to

take

our

heroes from

the territory where they made their suThe picture is artistic
preme sacrifice.

Aerial

Exhibition Each Day by the Maxine Air
Service

and in its centre stands a tall flag pole
which floats the American flag.

from

Just opposite the cemetery is a Y. W. C.
A. hut where visitors are always welcome and given every courtesy.

The

Belfast,

now

of

Boston. Mr. Patterson arrived home a
short time ago and found his house ran-

in Belfast the past week and work on the
steel draw of our handsome concrete

First

Dndge is now progressing rapidly. The
construction c/ew is all here and six car
loads of steel have arrived.
When completed this wonderlul piece of mechanism

sacked

and

many

He

ite, making

who did excellent work

in

this part of the country.
The center
steel plate support, the span, the track

to

recovering much of the stolen property
as well as in the arrest of Dodge, who
plead guilty when arraigned Thursday.
He was bound over to the grand jury of
the September term of the Supreme Ju-

for the cobble work

on

which the draw

Best Horse

Colonial Theatre

on

patrons
the Black’s

New

Vocalist

Day

is Merchants and Hanufac=

Day

will revolve, and also the false work
necessary for the permanent construction
is in place. The draw will be operated by

Racing Card Ever Seen in this Section of Maine

10 Races with Purses from $200 to $500

electric motor, controlled by a switch,
r.quiring only a very small amount of
mitted Dodge’s two brothers, aged about man power to swing open and to close.
8 and 9 years, were also taken into cus- About 95 per cent of the work of filling
tody and questioned. He secured bonds in the grade from the eastern end of the
Saturday and was released.
bridge to the road grade is now completed and the side next the bay is being
Manager Clifford is receiving the con
heavily rip-rapped. About 75 per cent
of the
gratulations of the many
dicial Court with bonds fixed at $200.
He was unable to get bail and was com-

Day

Day is Governor’s Day
Fourth Day is Automobile Day

structure of concrete and enduring granone of the best bridges in

A'

case

with

Each

Third

wonderful

Sheriff Frank

reported the

Littlefield,

things missing.

the

Day

turers’

concrete that reaches to the very bed
river channel.
This pillar is
of

is Farmers’

Day

Second

rock of the

pin

Company

Barney’s Singing Orchestra

AT WORK ON the Draw. Engineer
Light of the Boston Bridge Co. has been

really the king

Company

Lone Star Wild West

vestigation of the breaking, entering and will weigh 170 tons and will rest on the
larceny of property in the house of Rob- small but very massive round pillar of
ert Patterson of East

BELFAST,

an

of the fill

on

the west end is done.

1

In

fact the work in hand now seems to be
England theatres p.esentation of Pristo the massive
in “Reputation.” The pre- the linishing touches
the fills will
sentation opened with an overture by the structure. In all probability
weeks. Frank R.
Haines Theatre orchestra of Watervilie, be completed in two
resiKenneth Weeks, director, followed by Fatten of Hampden Highlands, the
Prizma which at once leaped into favor dent engineer, Mr. Keller of the State
N. Edas attested
by the many words of ap- Road Department, and Llewellyn
of
the
Augusta,
Engineer
Bridge
wards,
Prizma.
Mrs. Jessie
proval following
The conHart Allen rendered “Kiss me Again.” are here at the present rime.
(Jyr Brothers of Waterville,
Mrs. Allen was never heard to a better tractors,
on their job at all times early
advantage, receiving hearty applause. have been
have the bridge
The Hula Hula Theatre Cartoon, What and late. They hope to
dedication Labor
a
Difference a Ffew Hairs Make put ready for its formal
eastern end of the bridge preeverybody in a merry mood. Musi- Day. The
attractive appearance as
cal Ge<ps From Famous Composers, a sents the most
about ten spans baa the sidewalk comwith
number
musical inClay Modeling
and light gear in place. The road
terpretations by the orchestra was well pleted
of tar will be one of the last
received. The Ampico Reproducing Pi- way coating
be done and the only thing that
to
things
in
C
minor pleased
ano rendering Prelude
will require renewing for many years.
immensely. Reputation,” starring Priscilla Dean, was all that could be asked
MELVIN F. HARVEY
for. The very graceful “Bubble Dance,”
by Miss Clara Hammons, met with the
Melvin F. Harvey died Thursday at hia
approval of visiting managers and she home in this city after a short illness with
His age was 49 years
was immediately engaged to present the acute indigestion.
dance at The Park, Rockland, and The and he came to Belfast a few years ago
The show was from Swanville, where he was born, the
Opera House, Bath.
closed by a cartoon of The Stonehenge son of Orren and Sarah J. Harvey. His
Circus in the year 30,000 and with the wife and six children survive him. The
Runaway Train everybody went away funeral was held at the Coombs under^
highly pleased with the entertainment; taking rooms Friday afternoon with Rev.
and everybody is asking when is the William Vaughan of East Belfast officiating.
next one.

Electric

!I

Wiring

!

cilla Dean

Knowlton Electric Co.,
Hayford Block
EXPERIENCED CROCHETERS

Notice of First

AND

KNITTERS
On wool, silk and angora bootees, sacques,
j
headwear, sweaters and leggings Steady
home work. Good pay. Send sample of
your work with letter.
IRVING WERTHEIM & CO.,
2w30*
104 fifth Avenue,*New York

FOR SALE
One chestnut horse weighing
1400 pounds. For sale cheap.

FOR 5ALE
Cheap and good, 4-Burner Oil
Stove.

Call at

BRUCE’S MARBLE SHOP,
Phoenix Row.

J. D. HILL, Belfast

In the matter of Herbert

LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING apartmentB

25tf

v'

(DR. VICKERY.

R.

Hill. Bankrupt.

of Creditors.

>

f

I” Bankruptcy.

To the creditors of Herbert R. Hill of 1 roy,
in the County of Waldo and District afore-

said, bankrupt:—
You are hereby notified that on the 21st day
of July. 1921, the said Herbert R. Hill was

duly adjudicated bankrupt; and that the first
meeting of his creditors will be held at the

office of Dunton & Morse, Savings Bank building, in Belfast, in said District, on the 8th
day of August, 1921, at nine o’clock in the
forenoon. (Eastern Standard Time) at which
time and place the said creditors may attend,
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
the

bankrupt,

and

transact

such other business

properly come before said meeting.
Bangor, Maine, July 22.1921,
JOHN R. MASON.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
may

For Rent
for adults in the Leach house, 72 Church
street. Modern conveniences. Also garage to rent. Inquire of

Meeting

In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine, Northern Division.

as

tf29

Beaver St.

(Tel. 292-11)

WANTED
camp or cottage in
Belfast for the month of August.
full
particulars, including
Write, giving
MISS GRACE LONG,
terms, to
215 West 57th Street,
New York City.
lw30

Small, inexpensive

or near

Where the American

POULTRY MANURE
QUITEVALU ABLE

Revolution Was Won

battlefiejd

The historic

of Yorktown*

Va., where the British general,
wallis, surrendered, and where
practical

purposes

tion

brought

was

sion,

for

all

to

a

victorious conclu-

share popularity with Bunker
Forge and Mt. Vernon.

a

Accumulation Bereath Perches

shrine to

Hill,

of Fowls Rece ves Only Occasional Attention.

Valle y

The little village and.its surroundings
form the subject of the following bulletin
issued from the Washington headquarters

“Though YorKtown wds not a thriving
community nor a place noted for its accessibility during Revolutionary days, it
was relatively much more important and
much less remote from the daily life of
the country than it has been at any time
Most other

American

Is Worth 30 to 40 Cents Per Fowl Per
Year If Properly Cared For—
Especially Rich in Nitrogen
and Phosphorus.

towns were

sprung up where there were only
hamiets or patches of wilderness before,
and as railroads have brought even the
have

with

relatively closer together,
a point where [little commerce has been developed, and without
rail connections, has become in effect
oceans

Yorktown,

more
as

pipe and P. A.!

a

a

more

and

at

remote, and its character
sleepy village has become more and
more

Prince Albert ia
sold in toppy red
bags, tidy red tins,
handsome pound
and half pound tin

emphasized.

“The Yorktown of today is a community of less than 250 inhabftanta, with a
few old colonial homes a nil a number of
less pretentious dwellings) The nearest
railroad lies eight miles to [the south. In
the town is a monument erected in 1881
on the 100th anniversary of the surrender
of the British. As a reminder of the early
importance of Yorktown there still ex-

humidors and in the

pound crystal glass

humidor
with
sponge moistener
top.

ists the first customs house in the United
States. Near the village are remains of
the forts and redoubts whose capture

The scene

cjf Cornwallis’

surrender—wlnc.» was by proxy through
his General O’Harra—-is believed to be in
the open country just south of the village.
“Yorktown is

on

a

narrow

peninsula

Copyright 1921
by R. J. Reynolds

lying between the wide estuaries of the
James and York rivers, and is where the
latter meets Chessapeake Bay.
Cornwallis, after scourging Virginia, burning
homes, killing and driving off stock and
capturing large numbers of slaves, retired down the peninsula to Yorktown. Lafayette, with a handful of American soldiers, followed at a distance. It was when
this situation was pointed cut to Washington that he was persuaded to abandon
his plan to attack New York and instead
to take his

own

Tobacco Co.

Winston-SalemN.C.

Fringe Albert
the national

l

test K»t-triWif;*
[ted tjrit &'! *>'»<*
W ln>

^ad

J"™

y”1

tvas put to good
during the V, orld war an t .--o for the
second time ph yed an important part in
the country’s marual history. In tile

the kind in the world.
At this point an exceedingly heavy
traffic interchange takes place between
several large railroad systems and,
at the same time, the traffic on this
husy little river is such that the continuous flow of the rail traffic is frequently interrupted by the passing of

mouth of

ships.

New York.
“Y’orktown’s harbor

use

the

as

*Tit<e art-ovJ (iea2L

molestation by enemy
Thousands of men were in-

‘Base 2-

HEROIC MOTHERS
Heroism is the salt that preserves humanity. Not the spectacular kind that

story

No

Opportunity?

[Richard Spillane in the Philadelphia
Public Ledger. 1
It

the 11.25 main line train of
the Pennsy. At West Philadelphia a big,
broad-shouldered, kindly faced man in
worker’s garb entered the smoker and
took

was

a

noble self respect.
Think of the
unnoted and unnumbered acts of heroism

road

the part of mothers! These alone
would save the world, as ten good men
would have saved Sodom. Look (and
if you seek you shall find) at the number-

railroad

a

on

less deeds of

seif sacriiice

among

on

seat

alongside

a

newspaper man.

man.

“You were lucky to get out of the
business,” said the engineer.

’’There’s nothing in it for a man but just
wages. There’s no chance of advancement. All the good jobs are gobbled up
the
by the rich fellows. It’s the same in

poor, the self-renunciations of the rich,
the helpfulness of fellow-workmen, the

building

and

weighs

approxi-

One end is stationtons.
ary. the other is raised and lowered
by electric power—only 134, minutes
being required to open or close the

mately o.5(IO

Erie,

The two got into conversation and
“talked shop,” tor the man in the workmaK.es the commons gape; but the unknown, unseen kind, done for itself alone, er’s garb was a locomotive engineer and
for the eye of God and the satisfaction long ago the newspaper man was a railof

j

a

safe from

only

war

us

other business, too
Is what the engineer said true?
lieves it is. He is an honest,
most every

He be-

rose

from

a

brakeman.

W. W. Atterbury, vice president of
the Pennsylvania, was a machinist.
Charles P. Steinmetz, one of the greatest figures in the electrical field, was a

draftsman. The fact that he is crippled, ;
terribly crippled, did not handicap him in
his rise to world prominence.
John Carty of the American Telephone
&

Telegraph,

of the company at $5 a week.

Michael I. Pupin
boy stowaway in

came
an

to America

a

immigrant ship,

worked for years as a farm hand, then as
a porter, and yet
to him America must

give credit for long distance telephony.
Samuel M.

span.
bridge is single span, carries a
track, successfully meets the
peculiar requirements imposed upon
it and cost upward of $500,000
The

double

Beavers in Maine.

stalled in the Boston office

Vauclain,

masterman of the

locomotive industry, was a machinist and
is a first class one today.
No opportunity today?
Ridiculous.
There never was greater opportunity.
The world needs men of

brains,

energy,

splendid courage of men and women that
initiative, as never before.
worthy
they often conceal with a senseof shame !
True, friend pessimist, humanity may be man. He bears the stamp of honesty and
ENGLISH NERVES.
just mud, dirt, earth; but all through it decency in his bright, clear eyes. Many
sparkles the pure and priceless gold ot other men say what he says, think what
When Victoria was queen, doctors and
heroism.
he thinks.
laymen regarded “nerves” as something
suppose we investigate.
entirely within human control. There
WHEN DAISIES BLOOMED
Who is the big man in the world of was then no talk
of neurasthenia. The
He met her in the meadow,
steel? Many persons would answer un- word of that time was
hysteria, and the
While the sun was sinking low,
hesitatingly “Charles M. Schwab.” What neurotic was merely one who failed in
They walked along together
did he come up from? Pit boy in the Pitself-control. Thus much injustice was
In the evening afterglow.
cairn mill.
She waited patiently until
done and nervous disease was excited to
He had lifted down the bars,
Henry Ford unquestionably is the out- more vigorous growth, says the London
Her soft eyes bent upon him j
standing figure in the automobile indus- Daily Express. The swinging
pendulum,
As radiant as the stars,
try. Twenty years ago he was a ma- however, has its own
She neither smiled nor 'hanked him,
perils, and we may
chinist and jack of all trades in Detroit. now be in
For in fact she knew not how,
danger of encouraging hysteria
For he was but a farmer’s lad
Greatest in the periodical pi blishiug by
mistaking it for neurasthenia. Many
And she a Jersey cow.
field is Cyrus H. K. Curtis. He started cases of mere bad
temper are now allow—The Northern
as a newsboy in
ed to strut about as nervous breakdowns.
Portland, Maine.
Men of every land and every clime give W e are apt to think loo much
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
about our
Lucas County, ss.
pause when Thomas A. Edison speaks.
nerves, and the excuse of “war Btrain”
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is Yet Edison was a train “butcher,” ped- ! covers a multitude of weak-kneed follies.
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney dling papers, candies and such to travel& Co., doing business in the City of Tole- ers out in Michigan.
WHAT CAUSES HAS
do, County and State aforesaid, and that
Herbert Hoover, one of the most resaid firm will pay the sum of ONE HUNON THE STOMACH?
markably able men of this age had to go
DRED DOLLARS for each and every
out as an orphan boy and earn a living as
case of Catarrh that cannot, be cured by
It is caused by fermenting, sour waste
the use of HALL’S CATARRH MEDI- mucker in a mine.
matter in the intestines. This old, foul
FRANK J. CHENEY.
CINE.
From a tiny bicycle repair shop, Day- |
m atter should be thoroughly cleaned out
Sworn to before me and subscribed in ton, Wilbur and Orville Wright came to
with simple buckthorn bark, glycerine,
my presence, this 6th day of December,
be mastermen of the air.
A. W. GLEAScON,
A. D. 1B86.
etc., as mixed in Adler-i-ka. This acta
The biggest figure in finance in the on
ISeall
Notary Public.
GOTH upper and lower bowel, removHall’s Catarrh Medicine is taken inter- Middle West is George M. Reynolds,
ing old accumulated matter you never
nally and acts through the Blood on the president of the Continental and Com- thought was in
your system. Adler-i-ka
Mucous Surfaces of the System. Send
mercial National Bank of Chicago. His relieves ANY CASE gas on the stomach.
for testimonials, free.
EXCELLENT for sour atomach and confirst job was a porter and office boy of a
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
stipation. Guards against appendicitis.
little country bank in Panola, la.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
City Drug Store, Read & Hills, ProprieHall ’a Famiiy Pills for constipation.
Frederick Underwood, president of the tors, Postoffice Square, Belfast

A very interesting fact in relation to
the beavers of Maine has been brought
out by the recent forest fires, being disclosed m th; weekly report of Special
Warden D. L. Cummings of Houlton for
the week of July 2nd and from a section
about which complaints have been made
to the Department of Inland Fisheries
and Game relative to alleged depredations

with $1.00

A

Roostii 3
serv<°

Platfoim

Lo

Con-

the Night Droppings.

the df\, time is at least equal to that
produced at night the specialists find
t* at n-.ie average hen produces about
(50 pounds ol‘ manure in a year. However
only he night droppings are
available for use, as the day droppings
are widely scattered over the yards
and ranges. The night droppings from
1,000 hens would he worth about J>lo()
As hen manure*, as it usually
a year.
is cared for, contains only about ouehalf its original value, the loss through
this form of neglect must he very
large for the entire countrv.
Tlie town or city backyard-poultryhas two real incentives to induce
In the
the saving of his hen manure.
first place his poultry house should he
kept clean if his fowls are to be
healthy, and, in the second place, the
manure may be used immediately during a large part of the year in the
orchard, or around berry hushes. However. if tliis immediate use is resorted
to the manure should he applied some
It is from two to
what sparingly.
three times richer in puosphoric acid
than the ordinary farm manures. This,
of course, is due to the kinds of feeds
used, and also to the fact that liquid
and solid matter a-e together.
It can be handled most satisfactorily
if mixed with loam to remove stickiness in the summer. In the winter it
should he mixed with a fair proportion of loam, sawdust, or coal ashes,
sifted dried earth, land plaster, or
gypsum. Wood ashes and lime should
never be used as they set free the
nitrogen, which must be avoided.
man

Keep In
To put manure

Dry Place.
on the ground

a

are

the

so.

fire..

anove

up

and some

the big fire they had on Township
7R3, on the northwest side of the railroad the first of June, was also checked

string of beaver ponds a mile long
Township 7R4 in an alder swamp. It
gave the fire fighters a chance to get it
under control. It is on the same ground
about which complaints have been made
about the beavers and wanted opened to
trapping. The beavers were doing no
by

a

on

harm whatever.
“The beavers

on

these

wild

towns

should never be exterminated. If there
is a certain section where they are doing
a little damage, clean that section out—
but our water supply is growing less
every year as the forests are cut away
and there are so many cases where the
beaver yards save our trout aa well as
our -Orests.

in

air as ammonia ga«.
station
Maine
The
experiment
recommends
using with every 30
pounds of poultry manure 10 pounds
of sawdust, 10 pounds of acid phosphate, and 8 pounds of kainit. The
acid phosphate and tin* kainit prevent
the loss of nitrogen, and the sawdust
absorbs the excess moisture. If sawdust is not obtainable, dried earth in
about the same proportion may be
After being treated in
substituted.
this way the manure should he put
in a sheltered place until used. If the
materials are kept handy tiie business
of mixing soon becomes a routine
task.

Launch

Louise

CAPT. WILLIAM A. DECROW
The Louise is for cnarter by pleasure
sailing parties and those wishing to be
taken to any point on Penobscot Bay.
Rates Reasonable.
Telephone 222-13.
tf26

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years
Signature of

si?

or

the reguia.

Express Orde

State of Maine

Roaetone applied nightand morning
works wonders when used in connection with 6 grain Tonoline Tablets.
Roestone is pot np in 60c, $1.00 and
$2A0 Jars. American Proprietary

Syndicate, Malden 48, Mass.

WALDO SS.
To the Honorable Justice of the
Su;
| Judicial Ccurt next to he held at 1
within and for said
the
County of Waldo

i.'d for the County of Waldo, on
of September, in the year of
Lord one thousand nine hundred and

Tu*sday

fourth

lutsday of September, A. U
Respectfully represents Ralph M.

twenty-one:
l*ObE] I, PARSONS of Thorndike, in the
County of Waldo a d Stale of Maine, respectfully libels and gives this Honorable Court
to be informed: that she was
lav/fully married
to Leon VV. Parsons of Thorndike aforesaid, at
Lisbon Ealls, in the State f Maine, on the 27th
day of November, A. D. 1903; that she and her
said husband have lived and cohabite.d together as husband and wife in the State of
Maine,

Belfast in the

Marne,—

marriages,

ROSE I. PARSONS.

Set forth.
2
That he may have the
said three minor children,
and Beverly P. Jones.

Dated

at

custody of
to

wit:

B

■-

:•

Lewiston, Maine, this twen:.-

day of April,

A. L). 1921.

RALPH M. JO:
STATE OF MAINE
Androscoggin, ss.
April 21,
:*ubbenbed and sworn to by the saul
M. Jones,
Before me, DANA S. WILLIAM

OF MAINE.

Waldo ss.
in Vacation.
Belfast, July 18th, A. D. 1921
and
libel, it is ordered
Upon the annexed writ
by me, the undersigned, a J ustice of said Court,
that notice be given to the Libelee by pub-

lishing

the

divorce.
Wherefore He Prays:
1. That he may be decreed a divor*.the said Alta V. Jones for the cause*

this 12th day of

STATE OF MAINE!.
County of Waldo, ss
July 12th, A, D. 1921
Personally appeared the above named Rose
I. Parsons and made oath that all the allegations contained in the above libel by her signed are true.
Before me,
FRED W. BROWN, Jr..
3w29
[l S.]
Notary Public.
STATE

in

wife at said Skowhegan, Gardiner ho:
ham, ail in said State of Maine, from ih
of their said marriage until the hint!
January, A. D 1917:
that your libelant has
always c.
himself towards his said wife as a
true and affectionate husband:
lhat on the said ninth
day of Jr.?
D. 1917, the said Alta V. Jones utterly
ed youi libelant without cause eni w
parts unknown to him; that said utte
tion has continued for more than thr
stcutive years next prior to the
filing
libel; that her residence :s unknown
libelant and cannot be ascertained by
able diligence:
And your libelant further
alleges ti.
said Alta V. Jones,
wholly regardless
marriage covenants and duties, has bet:.
of cruel and abusive treatment and of e.
cruelty towards your libelant.
'1 hat th*-re was born of their said w
three minor children. Merle E..
age
Blynn H age six, and Beverly 1*. Jt ne;
five.
1'hat there is no collusion between t
libelant and the said Alta V. Jones to

her.
Wherefore, your iibeiant prays that she he
decreed a divorce from the bonds of matrimony now existing between her and her said
husband, and that she be decreed the control
and custody of their above named minor children.
Your libelant further avers that the resi
dence of said Leon W. Parsons is not known
to her and cannot be ascertained
by reasonable diligence, which reasonable diligence she

(Signed)

Skowhegan,

at

Somerset and State of Maine:
That they lived together as hush

since the date ot their said
marriage, and that
there has been born to them four children now
viz:
Albert
H.
living,
Parsons, aged 17 rears;
Winnie M. Parsons, aged 15 years; fcveljn M.
Parsons, aged 11 years, and Tina K Parsons,
aged 16 months; that ever since their said
marriage your libela: t has conducted herself
toward her said husband as a
true, faithful and
affectionate wife; yet the said Leon W. Parsons, wholly regardless of his marriage covenants and duty,
being of sufficient ability, and
being able to labor and provide for her, has
grossly, wantonly and cruelly refused and
neglected to provide suitable maintenance for

has used without effect.
Dated at said Thorndike,
July, A. D. 1921.

1:<

Countv of Waldo and

lhat he was
lawfully married to
Jones on the nineteenth
day of October
1912, by the Rev. George Alerriam, a u
of the gospel duly authorized to

■

Supreme

quite

7R4 is around a beaver pond of about
three acres, giving them plenty of water.
That beaver pond is all that stopped the

within
fourth

our

that

Mr. Cummings wrote:
“On Wednesday, June 29th, the fire I
visited on the center line of Township

nearly dried

Address.

State of Maine.

The brook the beaver pond is on is
and below the pond.
Lots of
little trout died in these small brooks

of the beavers.

so

Maine

COUNTY OF WALDO, SS.
To the Honorable Justice of ihe Supreme Ju
dicial Court, next to be holden at Belfast,

the
winter would mean to lose one-lialf or
more of its value. 'Idle better plan is to
Store it in barrels or boxes until time
to use on a growing crop. When stored
this way the container should have
several large holes bored in it to admit
air. Some plants having several thousand fowls have large bins of concrete
for saving tins manure. Untreated, a
large part of the nitrogen escapes into

dry

NbWS,^Bangor,

only safe way to remit is by Check. Postoffice MoneylOrder

^The

This condition necessarily called for
structure which could he opened and
closed in the minimum of time and
was.
at the same time, suitable to
accommodate the traffic conditions.
The nver is bridged hv one enormous span, about 265 feet long, which,
standing on end. is as high as a 22-

\

to the Chesapeake, and further protected
by nets and patrols across the mouth of
the York, dreaduaughts and lesser vessels

official communications throughout the

News

Continue the paper to me at the end of three months
'at
rates unless I order the paper discontinued.
Piper will be stoop;! promt ly when ordered.

1

of communication by
vy British forces in

tensively trained for naval duty at this
anchorage while the whereabouts of the
fleet was kept ,a profound secret.
The
Yorktowu anchorage was alluded to in

Postoflice

J IN

w

with the he

submarines.

Subscribe ter the

Name..

ONE way it is surprising and in
another it isn’t that in the mostunexpected of places one often will
To
find the greatest of its kind.
illustrate, across the Chicago river, i
is
a
which
not
nationally-known
stream, at 16th street, Chicago, one
is a bit astonished to find a single- i
lift, counterbalanced bridge that is |
one of the marvels of engineering ami
the lor gest and greatest structure of

It possesses a truly remarkable deep
water harbor, and Cornwallis counted on

were

CITY.

Please send the Bangor Daily News to

OUR GREATEST BALANCED
DRAWBRIDGE

ed.

oppos.ie

VOF3K

“MAINE’S FAVOR! IE DAI1.Y’'
Just fill in the attached coupon and send it
along to

io,md

sidered Yorktown
good location for
military headquarters in spite of the ease
with which the peninsula might be block-

r

NEW

Bangor Daily

©. Western Newspaper Union.

a

the Yo.k riv.

Be up to date.

By T. T.MAXEY

I***'.

<?,«** Vv

block-

famous village the greater part of tne
Atlantic fleet at limes rode at anchor.
There, behind the defenses at the entrance

Always Bought

PANV.

WONDERS
OF AMERICA

made the defeat of the latter inevitable.
“It is not strange that Cornwallis con-

the maintenance

You Have

To BANGOR DAILY

DAYS

_SCHOOL

ing the entrance to that bay and preventing reinforcements reaching Cornwallis,

water

always

In Use For Over 30 Years
The Kind

joy smoke

the South. The arrival of DeGrasse with

Chesapeake,

CASTORIA

GENUINE

1

forces from West Point

French fleet in the

But poultry manure has a very real
Value, and may become a profitable
by-product of the plant. It ha.*, been
determined by the Maine experiment
station, working in eo-operatn*n with
the United States Department of Agriculture, that the average night droppings of the medium breeds amount to
30 pounds a year for one fowl.
On
this basis 1(H) fowls would produce
3,000 pounds, or l1/2 ions.
The
analyses of this manure show it to lie
especially high in two of the three
principal fertilizing elements. If the
plant food contained in a ton of average fresh poultry manure were bought
at the price paid, usually, for it in the
form of commercial fertilizers, the
outlay would he about $10.
Taking inro account the fact that
the ee i?t:; <
manure
produced in

Prince Albert can’t bite your
pin
tongue or parch your throat. Both are cut out by our
exclusive patented process. So, just
pass up any old
idea you may have stored away that you can’t smoke a
pipe! We tell you that you can—and j ust have the time
of your life on every fire-up—if
you play Prince Albert
for packing!

and Rochambeau’s division from Provi
dence, R I., to stake all on a battle in
a

necessary he considers it one ot
the unavoidable and unpleasant evils
that go with the business.
Rich in Nitrogen and Phosphorus.

in here!

a

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor
Oil, Paregoric
Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant. It contains’
neither Opium, Morphine nor other narcotic substance.
Its
age is its guarantee. For more than thirty years it has
been in constant use for the relief of
Constipation, Flatulency
Wind Colic and Diarrhoea;
allaying Feverishness arising
and
therefrom,
by regulating the Stomach and Bowels, aids
the assimilation of Food; giving
healthy and natural sletD
The Children’s Comfort —The Mother’s Friend.

comes

What P. A. hands you in a pipe it will duplicate in a
home-made cigarette! Gee—but you’ll have a lot of
fun rolling ’em with Prince Albert; and, it’s a cinch
because P. A. is crimp cut and stays put!

by the Revolutionary soldiers and their
Trench allies marked the real birth of the
United States

Start fresh all over again at the beginning! Get a
pipe!—and forget every smoke experience you ever had
that spilled the beans! For a jimmy pipe,
packed
brimful with Prince Albert, will trim any degree of
smokejoy you ever registered! It’s a revelation!
Put

What is CASTORIA

(Prepared fiy tne United states Department of Agriculture.)
The average poultry raiser attaches
little or no value lo the manure
produced by his flock. Its gradual accumulation beneath the perches of his
fowls receives only occasional alien
tion, in many instances, and evei
when cleaned out more frequently 1thrown away.
When its removal be

YouTl get somewhere

small in those days, porta were few, and
railroads were unthoughi of. As cities

two

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has
been
in use for over thirty years, has borne the
signature of
and bas been made under his
per*,
sonal supervision since its
infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this
“
All Counterfeits, Imitations and
Just-as-good ” are but
that
trifle with and endanger the health
Experiments
of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

IS FREQUENTLY THROWN AWAY

of the National Geographic Society:

since.

Children Cry for Fletcher’s

the American Revolu-

be made into

may soon

Corn-

Judicial Court

Notary Pub
A true copy, attest.
JAMES H.

CILLEY.

■

attested copy of the same, cr an
STATE OF MAINE.
together with this order Waldo, ss.
thereon, three weeks successively in the ReSupreme Judicial Court, In Vacati
publican Journal, a newspaper printed in BelBelfast, July 16, A. D,
fast,in the County of Waldo,the last publication
Upon the annexed writ and libel, it is
to be thirty days at least before the next term
ed by me, the undersigned, a Justice
of raid Court, to be holder at Belfast, within
Court, that notice be given to the lihe
and for said County, on the fourth Tuesday of
publishing an attested copy of the same,
September next, that she may then aDd there abstract thereof, together with this
appear in said Court and answer thereto, if thereon, three weeks
successively in i!
she see fit.
CHARLES J. DUNN,
publican Journal, a newspaper printed
Justice Supreme Ji dicial Court.
in the County of Waldo, the la-t ;
fast,
A true copy of Libel, and Order of notice
lion to be thirty days at least before ti e
3w29
thereon.
I leim of said Court, to be holden at !■■
Attest: JAMES H. CILLEY, Clerk.
within and for said County, on the :
Tuesday of September next, that she r.v-i
and there appear in said Court anu
8w29
thereto, if she see lit.
CHARLES J. DI N:
New bungalow, 4 rooms and closed in
Justice Supreni* Judicial C
A true copy of libel with order of
piazza, ‘good cement cellar, city water,
an

abstract

thereof,

|

■

FOR SALE

wired for electric lights.
Berries, pear
trees, 3 lots of land, one hen house. One
minute from shore, 15 minutes from postoffice. Good summer or all year round
home.
Will sell all furnished if wanted.
Good reasons for selling.
Inquire on
ELLA ERQUIST,
premises.
3w28*
8 Cottage Street.

NOTICE
Well

Dressed

People

down at the heels and they
always stand upon GOOD sOLES.
You will find quality and service at the
are never run

DAVIS SHOE HOSPITAL
75 High Street.
Work received by parcel post given
prompt attention. Tel. 292-3. *lw26

LOST
JUNE 24, A BUNCH OF KEYS with
steel heart ring, one flat key bearing the
number 3. Finder please leave at
THE JOURNAL OFFICE.
2w29*

thereon.

Attest: JAMES H. C1I.LI.Y,
Date of publication July 28, 1921.

For

(

Sale

House 26 Church Street. B.:
fast. Inquire on the premise.'
MELVENA P. PARK I K

Upright
For sale.

quire

Piano

Used but little, hi
Journal Office

at The

FOR SALE
Q
|* AJ

FOOT MOTOR BOAT with
AI
horse
power Detroit engine
first-class condition. Will sell cheap for
cash. Tel. Belfast, 89-6.
tf23

FRED B. STINSON,
North Searsport, Maine.

AMERICANISM.

AN EXCELLENT RECORD

diplomacy has returned to
a Jain it is the policy of
fi’
department to assert the good
doctrine of Americanism
and to
fear, shame or apology
interference
that
powers
^foreign
n

Once

^ypned

of

exhibition

!est

world—was

revitalized

Col. Forbes’ service

withdrawing its support of the
American concern which ene
contract with the Chineslast January to erect certain
Japanese

ana

uanisu

as

gov-

bad protested to China against
h rights to an American con-

...

tests

-

based

were

the

upon

abroad,

as

well

^

Over 17 Million Jars Used Yearly

some

equally important, he earned the distinction among enlisted men of being
very human and sympathetic in his relations with men.
The wisdom of President Harding’s
selection is proved by the manner in
which the new director is handling the
affairs of the bureau, speeding up its

width

SfORAGp^BATTBflf

China “cannot be

in

A Sound Business

Policy
Service First

an average rate of 700
a day.
Over 134,000 of the old claims have been
settled, while new claims have been

ee

the ‘open door.’ Your referprinciple of the ‘open door’

taken

the opportunity to assure you
rnment’s continuance of its

if the “open door” policy in
dispensable to the free and
He

Icean.

that

er

commerce

assures

as

fast

as

they

were

filed.

800,000 separate claims

on file.
An
average of about $10,500,000 is being disbursed monthly to claimants and beneficiaries. Insurance claims in the sum of

over

on

the Chi-

the United

of

the following figures. There is nearly
$4,000,000,000 of government insurance
in force. There are, in round numbers,

1 support of that principle.”
iiaghes further stated the en-

\elopment of

care

Some idea of the magnitude of the War
Risk Insurance Bureau may be had from

States

$471,946,702 and allowances in the sum
any special of $578,465,058 have already been paid
.ua which would abridge the
ex-service men and their beneficiaries.
■ns of other friendly powIn the last few weeks there has been
will not acquiesce in any an increase in the number of new claims
vhich permits this to be done liled. Some of this is due to
unemployk

vers.

rmatiou

ment, which causes ex-service men suffering from some disability to ask for aid
against their original intentions. But

tiie doctrine of
)or” in connection with the
oi

problems is the

n

im-

most

service

wal of

the Anglo-Japanese
lpied the center of tne stage
nal diplomacy. One of the
this Alliance

of it

due to tile fact that exwho became discouraged and
disgusted over the manner in which the
War Risk Insurance Bureau was manmost

document issued by SecreIt came while consideration

:e

aged under the previous administration,
and gave up all hope of getting fair treatment from it, have, under the present
administration, taken fresh hope and filed

was

an

j

DEMOCRATIC PRAISE
notice, none the less pointed !
s.s given
indirectly, that the
S. S. Fontaine, financial editor of the
es would not “acquiesce” in
New York World, in discussing the busing the “open door” in China
ness outlook, in a recent article
[says in
between themselves comeconomic privileges in that
or inferiority of

the exclusion
i>ns.

g

hand in

conclusion:

j;

velvet glove,
heeded in London and

was

a

those two capitals gave
deliberations, there came

de

ir

j
,

Harding's invitation for a coninsider disarmament and, be- j
nutation of armaments has
on

to

Pacific and Ear East-

a

consideration also of

's,”

!

ms.
is now

history.

Alliance

was

The Anglo- !
not renewed.

|

arding's invitation for a dis. i
inference was accepted. The
.has resumed

her old time
world affairs by returning
ional virile policy of upholdof the American governAmerican citizens wherever
Ls

“And everybody with an open mind
and a clear eye knows that the forces of
order and progress are beginning to foregather. All the news that is coming out
of Washington is constructive and reassuring. The shackles of business are
shortly to be stricken off and it is to be
given a free hand to set its house in order.
Tax revision that will revive the
tired sinews of burden-bowed enterprise
is coming as sure as the harvest moon.
The railways are going to get the cash
they need to buy new equipment and to
put themselves back into the same physical shape they were before government
sponsorship laid its withering hand on
their vitals; labor is coming back to a
common sense view of what it owes the
public and its employer is beginning to
understand and appreciate what he owes
labor, and when the whole country realizes that an hones* day's work is worth
an honest day's pay and an honest day’s
pay is entitled to an honest day’s work
the almighty dollar will come back into

i}s

own.

Isn't it about time the producer,
questioned or brought into
j whether capital or labor, to admit that
success depends on the consumer?
The
money they are after must be paid over
something Doing”
by the consumer and they need not ex0
think the government is pect to hold him by the throat while he
ig for our soldiers who reFrance should read the folnumbers the federal

1

board

nal training and rehabilitation
■-x-service men h ive enrolled
date.

the

The

Kingfield correspondent of the

Journal-Chronicle, Farmington, writes:
Cowing to the drought many of the small
brooks have dried up excepting a few
pools and has been the cause of destruction of many small fish. In one brook in
West Kingfield 500 dead trout were count-

Cry

tie

too

We do everything possible to
help the motorist get maximum Service from his present battery.
We advise

Repairing

or

We Sell only when it is
the greatest economy to the
customer.

cost for the current

fiscal

mg July 1, will approximate
over

/D,uuu

or

these

was

in 1915. The Allies stood

on

ment, had they prepared it in advance on
a large scale and driven
it home ruthlessly, the defeat of the Allies would have
taken place, then and there, irretrievably.

j

STATE AID TO SOLDIERS.
Thirteen States have voted their exservice men cash bonuses, in the aggregate sum of $178 500,000, and the payment of these bonuses is either under-

BANGOK LINE
SUMMER SCHEDULE
STEAMSHIPS BELFAST

German Empire."—The Protectionist.

ALGOLA PILLS

TEXAS POTASH

Regulate the

Samples of salts recently sent from
Texas to the laboratories of the United

Legislatures of six other States have
authorized the payment of cash bonuses
of the Texas Bureau of Economic Geoloto their ex service men, subject, under
I gy and Technology at
Austin, Tex., conthe law, to a popular referendum. The tain percentages of
;
potash that suggest
referendum in each case will be held this ^the richness of the potash deposits of Al>a ce and
Germany. The samples were
year. The total amount involved in these
obtained from two borings about eighty
States approximates $160,000,000.
j miles
apart, sunk by oil companies in the
Still other States, as well as those vot- “Red Beds” region of Texas, where salt
red shales, gypsum and other maing cash bonuses, tiave enacted laws pro- beds,
terials are associated in strata of nearly
viding for vocational training of ex-ser- the same geologic age and
general charvice men in their respective St:;te insti- acter as the potash-bearing beds of western
The thickness of the potEurope.
tutions, or for free scholarships in State
normals and colleges; still others provide ash-bearing beds in Texas represented by
these samples is unknown, however, and
for free settlement of public lands owned the
questions remain to be determined
by the State; or sick benelits to disabled whether the deposit is thick enough to
ex-service men and death benefits to furnish potash in as great amount and of
as high a
grade as those in Europe, ot
their dependents, or exemption fiom
whether it is of scientific interest only
State taxes up to a fixed amount, or and mainly
important as showing that
loans to obtain education, to buy
salts were actually deposited
homes, potash-rich
farm machinery and Jive stock, or free in this region and that other borings in
areas where similar beds occur may dishospitalization, etc.
cover commercial deposits.

NEWCOMB, Proprietor.

O A 3 T ORIA

a:]455hiqh Street.
"

40

—

|

cAsk any dealer

NOTICE

Watml to Belfast
Large 7-passenger Buick will

--

•»

^CANVAS^

THORNDIKE,

I

I ioad Athletic is a prime
fa*. :.-iue wuh active, real boys in
.y, town and country. Suction
soies that prevent slipping. Sport
tr imried and made to near. The
Hood Process puts all parts tog-’thet to stay. Make your boy
happy with a pair cf Hood
Athletics.
"•

prices.
ERRANDS and EXPKESS-

C. McCORRISON

For Sale

a minimum
government for tuition and
535 a month.

of this work is abundantly
y the records of 4,000 disabled
have completed their training

aged in employment. These
! an average of $1,051 a year
ering the army. Today, in spite

24

physical
0

disabilities,

wage is $1,550.
of this board

their aver-

has been

the

Iter denuncination by several
f CoDgress, particularly Senaof Massachusetts, a Democrat1
•'

lt should be hept in mind that
criticism applies to the board
Wilson administration.

The

reorganized by President Hardlatter part of March and since
'e there has been no
complaint

n'*
ie

ervice

regarding the treat"> have received at the hands of
men

'Ward,

air>ple of how the board is func5,''* n ‘nee its reorganization is furlls work in Districts 2 and
1,,
3,
,1: d the States of New York, New
Pennsylvania
and
"unecticut,
“reSince June 15, pending cases
ii
States have been reduced from
;
b i’ :yw‘ or a reduction of 9,148
hidillerence to applications of exmcn and interminable
delay in
1 !l,em was
one of the chief com“gainst the board as it was ora,1<i managed under the Demo-

‘“ministration.”

THE DIAMOND BRAND.
A
ladies I Ask your Dincgtst foe

vui-vuei-ier ■ rfiamuau orsou/# wr

mtunuS\ff

S0LDBYPRUGCS1S P'

Community

home.
Second-To our church.
Third--To our County, State and the
States.
First--To

our

Piano

sport trimming on their play
shoes. The Sportshu is red trima
med, red corrugated sole
splendid shoe at a moderate
price. And how the little folks
like their looks. Ask for Hood
—

Sportshu.

You avoid the high cost of stock, the high
freight and the middle men’s profits, which brings
your monument down to the lowest possible price.
Call and see for yourself.

f

—

We Owe to the

men want

We take them from the ledge in the quarry,
cut, polish, finish, letter and place them on your
lot in the cemetery. One continuous process and
one small profit.

X lMlls In Red and iiold
M boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.1 V/
d Take no other. Boy of your ▼ a
r Bruneist. Ask form i^Jiree-TEBi
DIAMOND BRAND PILLS, (brig
years known as Best, C-fes^ Always Reliable

Expert

SPORTSHU
and little

Granite Monuments

CHICHESTERSPILLS

DUTIES

‘bout pay, but at

Big

men

j

am

ie

b— &

ATHLETIC

Basse ngers taken for whole or
any part of trip at reasonable

BELFAST. MAINb.

who

fS2==='1

<

VOOTWE^

BROOKS,
MONROE
and SWAN LAKE,
connecting with Rockland jitney,
Leaving Elmwood Hotel, Waterj
! ville, 7 a. m. and Windsor House,
Belfast 3.30 for return trip.

h

us.

run

FAST by way of ALBION, UNI-

I

write

Watertown, Massachusetts.

between W A1 EKVILLE and BEL-

TY,

or

Hood Rubber Products Co.. Inc.

A SCOW, 11x36.
Apply to
PhJEPSCOT PAPER CO.,

ex-

along as I am.”

"

~~JV1asoni<r lempleP’Room,6.
Tetephone^338-2

—

Of course I’ll go to the movies if I can be comfortable.
These Casco summer shoes are as light and comfortable as
any house shoe, but they are smart enough in appearance
to wear anyw here in vacation.
They look good, feel good
and I don’t have to fuss with changing.”
Every member of the family can get a lot more real enjoyment out of the summer afternoons and evenings with
Hood Casco Bah. 1 hey are light, easy and cool, stylish in
appearance, and give excellent wear. Note their superior
construction and examine the Hood patented pneumatic
heel
"You walk on air.”

S. C. Pattee, M. D.,
Residence j

oayj

Til go

Stomach, Liver and Bowels.
For Constipation. Relieve

Make Pure Blood.

PENOBSCOT ARMS
Crescent Beach, Owl’s Head, Maine
Come and try our real old fashioned New England
lobster,
steak and chicken dinners. Plenty of good, wholesome
fotd at a reasonable price, Milk, cream and butter from
our dairy:
Dancing and music by an orchestra. Reservations now being booked for week-end and seasonal guests.
Phone Rock land 425-4
tf25

{J7at/ier

Gas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headache.
Try them. 10c. 25c. At druggists. Duane
Pharmacal Co., sole proprietor, P. O. Box
1103, City Hall Station, New York. See
signature on each box._

States Geological Survey, Department of
the Interior, at Washington, D. C., and

R. N.

CAMDEN

ana

“The great demand of the world
Leave Bangor daily, including Sunday at 2 p.
today
is lor
2 45 p. m.,
disarmament, but disarmament is m. (Standard Time).m Winterport
Belfast 5.00 p. m.,
limited by national defense. If we dis- Bucksport 3.30 p.
for Camden, Rockland
5.30
nr,
Northport
p.
arm, Germany is left armed. As long as
Boston.
Germany maintains a dye monoply, or is andRETURN—Leave Boston daily, including
in a position where she may
regain it, Sunday, at 6 p. m. (Daylight Saving Time) for
she has an armament for chemical warRockland,’Camden, Northport, Belfast, Bangor
fare superior to that of any other nation
and way landings.
As long as she maintains it in full activAt Boston connection is made with the Metity, as it was at the end of the war, she ropolitan Line passenger and freight steamers
for
New York via Cape Cod Canal.
will remain dangerously
armed, even it
GEO. E. DUNTON. Agent.
we destroy
every gun, every tank, every
Belfast, Maine.
plane, every rille, ami every ship in the

are training with pay,
monthly cost of $160, paid
ernment. There are over 8,000
■i

the very

edge of utter defeat. Had the Germans
known the value of their new experi-

Garage.

completed.

I

“When the German’s made their first
attack, it was an experiment. That

Lewis A. Gannon & Co.

practically

p

level.—Independent-Re-

gas

“Costs Less Per Month of Service”

or

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company
Offices Throughout the World

NATION’S GREATEST ARMAMENT.

EVERY CAR MADE

way

ever before. If you want
the most economical and satisfactory
tire equipment this season that it is
possible to buy, be sure you get
Goodyear Tires and Tubes. The
nearest Goodyear Service Station
Dealer has them.

l-

A FAMOUS VESTA FOR

y^High

are

ble, than

large.

I is
uniformly
j porter.

All battery repairing is
done by an expert on an Six
Months’ adjustment basis.

Belfast, Maine,

We

face, and their measurements vary from
aOO to 1000
feet, the latter depth being
claimed between Farm Island and the socalled Shaw place east of it.
Seventylive soundings made in 1881 and 1882
failed to disclose a greater depth than 231
feet. The character of these
soundings
was such as to make it
probable that in
the middle parts of the lake the bottom

tery is worth it.

Street,

today than they have ever been.
making both tires and tubes
larger, stronger, heavier, more dura-

tires

telegraph-cable

Fabulous stories have been told of its
depth, principally on the authority of
men who have towed
logs over its sur-

Rebuilding when the bat-

At B. O. Norton’s

the

does it.

Harry M. Fidler,
board, testifying before
subcommittee in charge of ed
the other day.
bill, states the enrollments are
it the rate of 1,500 per month.
Children
Mr. Fidler, the cost of the
FOR FLETCHER’S
iy will approximate $13,000,to

ii

Sales Third,

is

men

agreee two powers to defend each
'ial rights” in China. Secre- \ their claims.
-d letter gave both England

iron

Advice Second

establish

to

senger

crosses, to about 12 miles, the distance
from the east or principal outlet to the
head of Spencer Bay.
Its outline is remarkably irregular, and readily suggests
the ravines and other depressions between bits of high ground, up into which
a stream, checked
by a barrier of nature’s
sudden interposition, might have flowed
back, turning former ponds into bays,
and making islands of hills and promontories of ridges. The area of the lake is
said to be 120 square miles, and its shore
line at high water about 400 miles, but
these latter figures are evidently much

tiled at

recon-

with the treaty rights of
■ tizens
in China or with the
r

where

Tires for pasexcel in future even

Goodyear

cars to

the wonderful performance they have
delivered in the past. They are better

36 miles to the north; and varies in
from 194 rods, opposite Kineo

Promontory

“Costs Less per Month of Serutke’’

“Left-Over” Claims Cleaned Up
When Col. Forbes took charge there
El,es and concessions in China.
Hughes notifies the Chinese, was an accumulation of 200,000 old un; h»t such assertions of monoposettled claims, and new claims were being
ts

We expect

ville, small village at its foot, and the
only one on its shores, the lake extends

purposes

personnel.

Have Ever Been

a

vice and

i.nopolistic rights held by wire.rnsof the protesting nations,
nd they enjoy certain special

Today Than They

Better

mates made during the present century
its altitude is variously stated to be between 960 and 1060 feet. From Green-

as

work, impioving the quality of the serincreasing the efficiency of the

the contract conflicts with

,,it

a

tive ability. In addiiion, which, for the
of the position he now fills, was

cou-

.tations in China, inasmuch

using—

ais career before the war, demonstrated
him to be a man of splendid administra-

l!ient was an inquiry from the
Minister at Washington as to

a

Forbes,

man, who served
actively in the offensives of the Somme,
St. Mihiel and the Argonne.

The occasion of this

American Government

Charles R.

three thousand

front-line ex-service

statecraft isSecretary Hughes’
gorous note reaffirming Amerststence upon the "open door”
hina.

Col.

Mooiehead lake, the largest of two or
lakes and ponds with
which the State of Maine is dotted, lies
just above the west central portion of the
State. It is a vast reservoir, whose waters are used extensively to float to market
the yearly timber product of the Kennebec Valley, and to furnish motive power
to the many mills along the river’s course.
The lake, according to barometrical computations made in 1881, is 995 feet above
mean tide, while according to other esti-

Children have very delicate digestions, easily
disturbed by too much
“dosing.” Treat croup
and colds “externally” by

of the War Risk Insurance Bureau to reorganize and overhaul that bureau, which
had become a national scandal because
of its mismanagement. The man selected
for this important and gigantic task—for
;'
abroad or their
\rneiicau rights
the War Risk Insurance Bureau is one of
be countenaced by
n)Cnt will not
the largest insurance companies in the
|ted States.
..

MOOSEHBAD LAKE

HILDRENS COLDS

One of the early acts of President Hard
ing was the appointment of a new director

Tuning

and Repairing
LLOYD D. McKEEN,

A, S. HEAL,

Bridge St., Belfast,

Me.

BELFAST, MAINE.
41 tf

Phone 126-4.

United"

Fourth--To subscribe for The Republican Journal.
Fifth-To advertise in the The Republican Journal every week in the year.
If these duties are fulfilled there isn’t a question but what you will be happy
and prosperous.

FOR SALE
Located on beautiful pond four miles
from Brooks Village, eight from Belfast.
Address Box 94. Brooks, Maine.

FOR SALE
Low price

second

nand parloi

and kitchen stoves,
J. AUSTIN McKEEN.

FOR SALE
Cottage12

miles from Belfast

on

Penobscot Bay.

Inquire at Journal
29tf

Office

0

l£endal^^Vhitney^ortland^lam^^£*^55^^^

Arthur D. Maraton of Bangor was the I The attendants were Mrs. Mary Marriguest of Mr. and Mrs. George M. Hough- ! ner, sister of the bride, as matron of honMiss Hazel Perry of Houlton is the ton while in town to apeak on the Boy or, Mr. E. Bliss Msrriner, best man, and
Scout movement.
little Herbert Holmes Bolerson, ring bearguest of her aunt, Mrs. Harry Perry.
Mrs. W. A. Scripps of San I iego, who er. The wedding march was played by
Capt Oscar Eaton of East Boston is
is passing the summer at her old home in Mrs. Angie Paine Bickford of Presque
the guest of his sister, Mrs. Cora Dow.
Frankfort, was the guest of Miss Mary Isle. The bride’s dress was white taffeta
Miss Thelma Smith of Brewer is spendand georgette and ahe carried a shower
Hichborn on Monday.
ing a few weeks as the guest of Miss
of white carnations. Mrs. MarMrs.
Frank Wyman and her daughter, bouquet
Christine Eames.
j
riner wore turquoiBe blue georgette and
Grant of Mattawamkeag are
Margarite
Mr. and Mrs. George Cilley of Portland
carried a bouquet of pink sweet peas.
visiting the former’s sister, Mrs. Morris
are guests of Mrs. Cilley’s
Ice cream and cake were served by
parents,' Mr. | Patterson at their old homestead.
and Mrs. William Sargent.
Misses Geneva Hutchins and Minnie
Good sized tinkers are again on the
Miss Elizabeth Wells of
Middletown, bills of fare, Morrison taking more or Paine and Mrs. Harold Cobb. Out of
town guests included Mr. Herbert Cobb
Conn., arrived Friday fora week’s visit less
from his Turtle Head weir and Fraof Chicago, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Hawes
with Mr. and Mrs. James H. Dunean.
ser capturing some off Sear’s island.
of Augusta, Mrs. Herbert Holmes, Mr.
Miss Jeanette Colson of Brooklyn, N.
and Mrs. Grover C. Rolerson and family
Miss
Ethel
Fraser
has
a
in
position
the
arrived
and
is the guest of
Y.,
Tuesday
office of the Boston Rubber Shoe Co. at of Auburn, Misses Leverne and Bertha
her aunt, Mrs. Henrietta Young.
and is taking a commer- Whitten and Geneva Hutchins of Belfast.
Mrs. F. P. Conary and son, Philip Con- Malden, Mass.,
Mrs. Belyea is a graduate of the music
cial course in the evening high school.
ary of Jacksonville, Fla., arrived ThursFred Hendrick and his son-in-law, Roy department at Kent’s Hill Seminary and
day by auto and are guests at Brookside.
Perkins arrived frdm Brewer on Satur- also studied piano with John Orth and
Leonard Wilcox left Tuesday for St.
voice with Louis Schalk in Boston. She
day to join their families who had arrived
Martin, N. B after spending several
music for two years at Littleton
earlier in the week for a visit with rela- taught
months in town, in the employ of Irvin
College, North Carolina, two years at
tives.
Hills.
Guilford and the last
has been teach-

SEAR$PORT

The merry-go-round, which is
running
full blast in the vacant lot in Main
street,
is a popular place every afternoon and

WE DID IT!

Yes sir—we did it!

Just figured up our Dollar Sale Slips this morning
show a BIG INCREASE OVER ANY PREVIOUS
W
-SALE WE EVER HAD. We have done this
right in the face of the
most pessimistic business conditions ever known.
Ask anybody how
business is and invariably the reply is, “Rotten.”
~

year

rranK

rloyd with his wife and their
three small daughters have arrived from
Winthrop, Mass., for a visit with Mrs.

of voice and piano at Kent’s Hill. Mr.
Belyea is a graduate of Wesleyan Uni-

er

down these last

versity and Garrett Biblical Institute.
Floyd’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles He is now
pastor of the First Methodist
Grant.
church at Aroma Park, Illinois. The
Among the visitors in town are Mr.
A pleasure promised the community is bride received beautiful gifts from her
and Mrs. Philip G. Colby of
Groveton, N. a
showing of the Mt. Katahdin moving many friends. Mr. and Mrs. Belyea left
H., who are visiting Capt. and Mrs. Amos
pictures which has been secured by a immediately for Caribou, where they
Nichois.
prominent summer resident for the near wi'l be the guests of Mr. Belyea’s parents
Miss Henrietta Gregory, who has spent
future.
for a short time before their departure
the past three weeks with Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Gordon returned for the west.
Donald W. Vaughan, returned to Boston
evening.

Sunday from

Saturday.

Mrs. Herbert

Mrs. Charles Stone and son
Charles,
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
for

ermore

their home in

Georgia

with

Ford and the Misses Palmer.

Dr. and Mrs. Frederick K.
Sawyer and
children of Bangor were recent
guests of Mrs. Sawyer’s parents, Mr. and

JUST RECEIVED

son

Guy

re-

A

Mrs. Emma Moulton of West Newton,
Mass., is visiting relatives here.

Mr. and Mrs. Cleve Hooper and children of Brewer and Mrs. Alta West of

to pass Sunday in town.

Mrs. Phena Berry and four grandchildren of Stoneham, Mass
arrived last
week and will stop at the Berry farm for

Frederick Ames, radio operator
S.

S.

A.

L.

Kent,

now

on

at Bath for

the
an

der of

B. Mclntire and

months,

Thursday night

A

10-ton steam roller for the Arborio Co. arrived last week and is in op-

Porter, and the Misses Alice and Anne
Porter, all of Houlton, arrived Wednesday

new

eration

j

j

Mrs. j. W. Biack, Mrs. Frederick F.
Black and Mrs. Andrew W. Allen enter- i
tained_ the Library Benefit Bridge Club
Friday afternoon at GrinncL’s Inn, about
40 guests being present. The affair was
j
a most enjoyablt
one, including resident

on

the

State highway.

Motor

No. 2246.
Men’s Army Shoes, made of soft
Chrome leather, with genuine oak soles. On the
famous Munson

progress

on

were

concerned,

last.

W orth

$5.00.$3.00

No. 2719.

Good serviceable

Merriam of Bel ast passed
last week with relatives in town.

Famous Hood Welt Leisure Oxford?
A and B, at (worth $3.50) $2.00

widths,

No. 2614. Men’s and Boys’ Scout Bals. One of the
greatest values in the sale. Made of soft Chrome
leather with solid leather soles. After Saturday
these will cost £3.00
$2.00

Boys’Shoes with solid

leather soles. A splendid wearing shoe. Worth
a dollar more.$2,00

B.

Somehifty

*

Oxfords.

your size

a

j

members of the force

Army

No. 2631.
mnarrow

No. 2011. Men’s, Boys’ and Women’s Sport Bals.
White and brown canvas with heavy rubber soles.
All sizes.$2.00

Bernice Hill and Henry Finkler of Ev-

the State highway was in
Sunday, as far as the Italian

t"

can ^eai

CAREFULLY
Only Three Days More To Buy Shoes At These Prices

j

on

on vamn

LOOK THESE OVER

week-end guest of Herman Mgrria ii.
trucks tor gravelling came on Thursday
Herman Merriam returned Saturday
with additional men and are working
from the pit on the land nf Dr. I. P. Park. from a business trip to Vinalhaven.
The ledges on the Marsh hill are being
Flora Overlook of South Freedom has
cleared and the power drills will shortly been the guest of her uncle and aunt, Mr.
be at work,
and Mrs. George Dow, the past week.

Worn

more)

manufacturer on the wire
instance: A beautiful Gray Swede One Strap
Pump, Military heel with the new Ball Strap effect
A so the same style in Mahogany calf.
Plenty of the conservative Oxford’s styles that
L dt you
you
all the fall. Every pair Goodyear Welt.
All sizes 21 to 7

summer.

Mr. Shaw from Massachusetts was

much

as

Women’s Mahogany Oxfords which we started
with last week
Got the
and he has just sent us down a big lot of even better
values than before
For

MOKKILL.
Mrs. C.

Pumps

bold out about every pair o± those

were week end visitors with
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Holbrook.

many
from

Caribou and are at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. W. M. Berry.

son

by auto, and were the guests of
Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Lombard.
They left for Hpuiton
Thursday, accompanied bv Miss Gertrude Mclntire, who has
been visiting
Mrs. Lombard the past
week.

arrived

of Women’s

(Worth

Bucksport

the remainder of the

the Grinnell

the season at their
cottage on
Pleasant Point. They are guests of Mrs.
Melvina Hichbom for & few days.
Mi. and Mrs. B.

Big Lot

and Oxfords at $3.00

overhauling arrived ^Wednesday of last
week for a visit with his former shipInn.
Mrs. W. H. Harriman, son William
and daughter Anzelide went to Rockland
mate, Percy L. Hupper.
The Misses Katherine and
Evelyn
Ralph Harriman arrived on Tuesday of last Thursday. They have been stopping
Palmer arrived Tuesday from Manchesat their old _home here for the past
last week from Ashland,
Mass., and is
ter, Conn., and will spend several weeks
month.
at
the
visitiDg
home
of
his
in tow n as the guests of their
niece, Mrs.
aunt, Miss Harry R.
Kendall Burns of Roxbury, Mass., and
Hichborn, while getting the
Georgia Ford.
Whidden Harvey of Brooklyn, N. Y., arglad hand from old time associates.
Mrs. Ralph Tupper and
E* H. Doyle, with his wife and children rived Sunday and will spend several
daughter, Miss
Aivah Tupper, arrived Monday from and Mrs.
Doyle’s sister, Miss Mildred weeks with Capt. and Mrs. Harvey
Jacksonville, Fla., to,spend the remain- Berry, who has not been home for
Mitchener.
at

prove it.

PROSPECT FEiRY

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Stowell of Oakland
with their children have been entertaining the Morris Pattersons at their cottage
on Lake
Winnecook, returning Saturday

two

Mrs. William E. Grinnell,

attendance to

to their home in Newtonville,
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. James of Bangor
Mass., the first of the week, leaving Mrs recently called on their aunts here, the
Munroe for a longer stay with her sisters Misses Hannah and Ellen Heagan and
on Cape Jellison.
Mrs. M. A. Littlefield.

Mrs. Andrew Munkewitz arrived Wedand is at the

Miss

SffiW

Ab MUL/xi

turned

days in town as the guests of Capt. and
Mrs. Henry G. Curtis in Water street.

Breakwater,

Falls.

Arthur Munroe and his

Miss Mary McClure left Thursday for
Manchester, N. H., alter spending a few

nesday trom New York
Parse cottage on the

three selling days, consequently we are going- to sell
THREE dollars a Pair THAT ARE WORTH
MUKB.
We say this in all seriousness and only ask void

motor trip with Mr. and

Phillips of Ellsworth having

visited Mr. Gordon’s aged mother at Liv-

who

Joseph Kalloch, left
Port Clyde Tuesday.

a

How did we do it? Just one answer:
By giving VALUE. If you
haven t attended this sale
ask
your neighbor about the shoe
yourself,
values they have purchased for
TWO
and THREE dollars during
ONE,
the past week. Now, we have made a record and we
don’t want to fall
i.

Pairs of Men’s

Odd sizes.

Mahogany

Values up

and Black

$6.00-find

to

for.$3.00

DID YOU BUY A PAIR OF

i

Children’s Skuffers and Barefoot Sandals

j

erett, Mass., arg visiting their grand- j
:
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas.

at ONE DOLLAR

The funeral of Mr. William Woods was
contrary to the statutes, perhaps, and to
held at his late home Tuesday afternoon,
annoyance of strict Sabbatarians,
guests and many ummer visitors. Nine i but it may be pointed out that an impor- July 19, Rev. Nathan Hunt officiating;
tables were arranged m the long
dining tant highway is closed to traffic, the sea- Delbert Paul, Ossie Dutton, Edwin Shelroom, which was decorated with flowers son is fast going with the work but lit- don, Freeman Kendall, bearers. Beautiin a color scheme 01 purple and
yellow. tle more than started, and there is no ful flowers were in evidence. Relatives
The highest score was made
by Miss Jane time to lose. Moreover, when a tempo- from out of town were Mr. and Mrs.
Roberts of Bangor, who received a hair- rary alien population is hard at work it Lewis Lovering (a sisterl of West Mednet holder.
The consolation, a case for is not roaming the fields in various kinds ford,
Mass., Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Stantial,
broken needles, went to Mrs. Cora Dow. of
j mischief, not the least of which is the Mr. Emery Stantial, Mr. and Mrs. Free-ice cream
and cake were; served at the destruction of bird life.
man Sheldon,
Mrs. Caroline Merriam,
close of the game.
Among the out-ofArthur D. Marston, scout executive of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Merriam and Mr.
town guests were Mrs. L. A. Colcord of
Penobscot council came from Bangor on Joseph Sayward, all of Belfast.
New York, Mrs. Albert ( olson and Miss
Tuesday evening, July 26th, and spoke
Jeanette Colson of Brooklyn, N. Y., Mrs.
BORN
in Denslow hall before the picture show
L. C. Havener of
Worcester, Mass., Mrs. opened. It is greatly to be hoped that
Edward S. Calderwood of
ANDERSON. In Passaic,' N. J., July
Roxbury, parents will be aroused to the value of
Mass., Mrs. Harold Marshall of West the
to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Anderson, a
movement and give support to the 23,
daughter.
Newton, Mass., Mrs. Andrew McGown
project of organizing boy scouts in this
NEAL, In Portland, July 20, to Mr. and
of Worcester, Mrs. Frederick K.
Sawyer village. The movement has the endorse- Mrs. Ray Neal, a son Frank Ray.
of Dangor, Miss Hazel
WYLIE. In Boston, July 23, to Mr. and
Perry of Houlton, ment of the best minds in the
country, Mrs. Arthur G.
Miss Alice Walker and Miss Jane Roberts
Wylie, a daughter.
and common observation shows conclupf Bangor,
sively that the enefgy which all boys inMARRIED,
evitably display—not Infrequently to
their discredit—may be directed wisely
BELYEA-COBB. In Searsmont, July 18,
into channels which interest and enter- by Rev. A. I Olivet and Rev. Emma E.
Rev. Albert A. Belyea of Aroma
W. H. Dunham, who has
employment ; tain while working for manliness, self- Harrison, and Miss Helen E. Cobb of
Park. 111.,
at Veazie, was at home lor the week- respect and efficiency.
“As the twig is Searsmont.
end.
bent the tree inclines.”
THOMAS-ELLIS. In Belfast, July 23,
by Rev. Charles W. Martin, Pearl lhomas
Mrs. W. M. McRart of Bangor is in
the

a

pair.

Look around and see what you can buy for your children for $2.00—then com.
here and buy a pair of these Barefoot Sandals and Skuffers for ONE dollar. All sizes

ALSO CHILDREN’S PATENT MARY JANES, $1.00

DON’T WAIT UNTIL NEXT WEEK
and come in and inquire for those Dollar Shoes. Positively this sale
closes SATURDAY NIGHT and if you would take advantage of the

biggest buying opportunity

you

ever

experienced.

COME IN TODAY

STOCKTON SPRINGS

town for

fortnight

a

StARSMONT.

with Mrs. Nellie

and Sadie

Ellis,

Colson.
Frank
the

Gray

of

Harrington

arrived on
and is the guest of his
friend, J.

20th,

C. Gordon.

Mrs. Amanda Costigan of
Flushing, N.
Y., arrived Monday and is the guest of
the Misses Colcord.

| Among
were

the week-end visitors in town
M. Simpson and Frank

Walter

Hopkins from Boston.
Mrs. Clarence Pinkham of
Dorchester,
Mass., and her young son are the guests
of Mrs. B. C. Bowden.
James A. Pierce has been appointed on
the board of health to represent the Sandypoint section of the town.
Mr. and Mrs. Angus W. Holmes drove
from Portland for the week-end with
their relatives in town.
Mr.
from

and

Mrs.

Brewer

on

Hodgdon
Saturday, for a
Fred

came

Mr. and Mrs. Lynwood Salisbury have
bought the George Luce place.

George Skinner of Wethersfield, Conn.,
is the guest of his father, J. W. Skinner
Rev. Albert Belyea of 111., will occupy
the pulpit of the M. E. church Sunday

morning.
Thirty members from Rosewood Chapter, O. E. S., visited Beach Chapter, Lincolnville, on the evening of the 21st when
they had a delightful time.
Mr. Harry Bickford, County Agent of
attended the conference of
agents of farm extension work at Orono
last week, and Mrs. Bickford was the

Aroostook,

guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. F.
Paine. They returned to their home in
Presque Isle Saturday. They were accompanied by iheir sister, Miss Minnie
Paine.

DIED.
HARVEY. In Belfast, July 20, Melvin
S. Harvey, aged 49 years.
Philbrook. In Northport July 23,
Georgianna C. Philbrook, formerly of
Islesboro, aged 74 years, 10 months and
15 days.
ELLIS. In Prospect, July 24, Myra B.
Ellis, aged 51 years and 19 days.
HART. In Belfast, July 25, Everett M.
Hart, aged 50 years, 8 months, 20 days.
Lov» ELL. In Montville, July 26, Rufus L. Lowell, aged 74 years 1 month and
16 days.
RICHARDS. In Islesboro, Inear Seven
Hundred Acre (Island, July 25, Laforest
Richard 3, aged 22 years.
BELFAST

Mrs.

Annie

on

MARKET

Apples,

bush,

per

Cape Jellison.

Holmes

arrived

Friday

from Plymouth, Mass., to remain with
Mrs. Angus M. Holmes, her son’s wife.
Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Sanborn returned

came

to their rescue.

A pretty out-of-door wedding took,
place at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Eben

CURRENT.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

Louise, little daughter of Mr. and Mrs^ ! Beans, y. e.,
Lindley Sproul, was swimming in the butter,
Percy Baker arrived Saturday to visit river with the aid of water wings Thurs- Beef, aides,
his son Richard and the youngster’s day when they became unfastened. Her Beef, f. q.,
Cheese,
grandmother, Mrs. Susie Rendell.
grandmother, Mrs. Hastings, seeing the Chicken,
child’s
tried
to
assist
her
and
Calf
Mrs. Everett Barton left Wednesday
danger,
Skins,
of last week for a visit with her sister, both were in danger of drowning when Duck,
E ,gs,
Mr. Bert Paul, who happened to be near
Mrs. Harry Winslow of Quincy, Mass.
with relatives

PRICE

PRODUCE

Beans, pea,

visit

both of Belfast.

Fowl,
Geese,

PAID

$25 00
Hay,
00 Hides,
02
5 Lamb,
25
10 Lambskins
25a 35
40a45 Mutton,
20
lOall Potatoes,
50
10 Round Hog,
12
24 Straw,
15 00a20 00
45 Turkey,
26a32
06 Tallow,
2
35 Veal,
20a22
42 Wool, unwashed, 30
35 Wood, hard, 11 00
32 Wood, soft,
8 00

RETAIL PRICE

RETAIL MARKET

2 20
35a38 Lime,
18a32 Oats,
66
93 Oat Meal,
5
93 Onions,
7
Cracked corn.
93 Oil, kerosene, 18al9
Corn meal,
28 Pollock,
8
Cheese,
2 4o Pork,
19
Cotton seed,
00 Rye meal,
8
Cranberries,
1 65
Clover seed, 32a36 Shorts,
712
Flour, 1040a 14 00
6 00
H. G. seed,
alt, T. I., bus. 1 25
17 Sweet potatoes, 12
Lard,

Beef, corned,
afterdbon, July 18th, when Butter salt,
their daughter, Helen Edith, was united Corn,
Cobb Monday

last Saturday from a vacation of several
in marriage to Rev. Albert Akley Belyea
days at their log cabin on this Sandypoint of Aroma
Park, Illinois. The ceremony
I
shore.
was performed by Rev. Albert I. Oliver
Miss Pearl Hatt returned last week and Rev. Emma E. Harrison of Searsfrom South Lagrange, accompanied by mont. Mr. Oliver was professor of Latin
her cousin, Misa Ruth Rand, who remains at Kent’s Hill Seminary when the bride
for a visit.
I and groom were in attendance there.

PRODUCER

tugar,

NORTHPORr
Mrs. Edward Rowe and daughter, Miss
Margaret of Brookline, Mass are registered at the Waquoit.
Mr. and Mrs William H. Reed of Dam-

ariscotta, E. C. Reed and Rilla Johnstone
of Damariscotta are recent guests at the
Waquoit.
John Fritz, New York; F. L. Allan,
Bangor; J. D. Tirney, Boston; Miss T. M.
Graham, Boston; J. V. Dolan, Jamaica
Plains; and Harry W. Rutherford of Boston are guests at the Waquoit.

ceeded the dance, and
pie entertained.

a

number of peo-

church

j taken

to

The remains

officiating.

Among those entertained at dinner at
The musicale at the Country Club last;
Club Sunday night were Mr.
• the Country
in
best
of
the
was
one
Sunday evening
Charles
and
Mrs.
Bradbury, Mr. and
the Club’s history. It was a Gilberte
Mrs. George Hall, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
program and many of the selections were ;
H. Leonard, Jr. Guests were present
request numbers. Mrs. Helmer Smith of
from Rockland, Camden, Belfast, WinNew York was the soloist, while Mrs.
as well as a
large number of
Gilberte and Gabriel Ravanelle of New terport,
summer visitors and there was the largYork were delightful with several reci- i
est attendance of the season, both for
tations.
dinner and for the musicale. A special
Next Sunday evening at the Country
program is being arranged for next SunClub a pleasing entertainment will be

j

day night.
given. The artists to appear will be Mrs.
The preliminaries for the men’s handiGeorgia Parker, reader; Miss Virginia
cap in competition for the Hamilton cup
Mrs. T. F. Lennan and her nieces,
Stearns, piano soloist, a pupil of Richard have been iinished, and the following are
Miss Wise of Joplin, Mo., and Miss Stevens of
the New England Conserva- ]
qualified for the semi-finals:
Homer of Altoona, Pa., have arrived at
tory of Music. This will be followed by
net 62
North
on
the
Jennings,
Shore,
the Lennan cottage
S.
E.
Mrs.
led
by
community singing
60
Dougan,
where they will be joined a little later by Pitcher.
70
Leonard,
Mr. Lennan.
71
Stewart,
Mrs. Austin W. Keating gave a bridge
72
Gay,
Mrs. Eva A. Peavey and Mrs. C. W. at the Country Club Thursday, a most
73
Lennan,
Cleaves of Bangor are guests of their enjoyable aifa ir. There were six tables
73
Stevens,
73
Howes,
sister, Mrs. M. F. Peavey of Newton and prizes were awarded at each, the
73
McGowan,
Center, at Loch Haven on the South winners being Mrs. H. H. Carter, Mrs.
74
Flanders,
Shore, where she is spending the sum- Eugene L. Stevens, Mrs. W. M. Deisher,
75
Roberts,
75
mer.
Mrs. O. S. Vickery, Mrs. S. C. Pattee,
Ritchie,
77
Cobe,
and Miss Bernice Rogers. IceB and cof.
Miss Daisy Bursch of Boston arrived
78
Hamilton,
fee
were served after the game.
78
Friday to visit Miss Bernice Rogers of
Blaisdell,
78
Lothrop,
Her
Cambridge at The White Rock.
Georgiana C. Philbrook died at her
The last named three having 78 will
hostess gave a tea Monday afternoon home in this town last Saturday at the
from 4 to 6 at the Country Club in her age of 74 years, 10 months and IS days. play off to see which two out of the
honor.

Islesboro, the daughter
Lydia J. (Pendleton) Phil-

She was born in

The dance at the Country Club on of Daniel and
Thursday evening wsb a very pleasant brook. The funeral was held in the
affair, a number of carloads going down church Tuesday afternoon with Rev.
from Belfast. A delicious dinner pre- George C. Sauer of the Belfast Baptis

JACKSON.

were

Islesboro for interment.

three will

qualify,

as

there is an uneven

number of entrants
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond R. Sherman,
Richard and daughter Janet left

■on

Monday for

a

visit in Fayette.

Mrs. Anna Gould has gone to k
for the rest of the season.

Raymond Quimby of Brooks
week-end guest at the home ol

1

K-inley.
George Hunter of Lowell,
spending his vacatioR with
Fred Wright.
Miss Evelyn Hadley has retn
where she has b<

Northport,

past six weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Clark

chusetts, formerly

of this tow
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Will A
Mrs.

Abbie Stevens has arm

Lowell, Mass.,
months with

where she spec
sister, Mrs

her

Woods.
MisB Lottie Mason has return;
work in Brooks after spend ns
with her parents, Mr. and M's
Mason.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Meader, *
mont, Kenneth and Miss Mildred
Albion were Sunday guests of
Hatch and family.

i>

■'

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Yea*

